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Preface

Despite the large and varied analog and digital type of equipment in the Electrical Engineering

Laboratory of Addis Ababa University, digital signal processor (DSP) kit remains one of the

few inadequately available experimental material. Although the theory of digital filter design

on DSP kit have been made by many researchers, as we all learn too, our knowledge of the

implementation of DSP kit in the laboratory is still far from adequate. This is because the

material were not available in our laboratory to prove/disprove the advantage ofDSP kit over

their analog counterpart upon the development of filter designs.

The TMS320C50 DSP is used to implement the audio-filter unit designed and is tested on the

communication modes exist in Amateur Radio Data Communication System. The system gives

a radio communication service for the purpose of self training, intercommunication and

technical investigation carried by amateur, that is duly authorized person interested in radio

technique solely with a personal aim without pecuniary interest.

Part of the objective ofthis thesis work, therefore, is to fill the gap between the theoretical and

practical aspect of a system design, thereby contributing to the improvement of shortwave radio

data communication system performance.

The thesis work is divided into six major chapters other than the implementation of the thesis

work. The introductory part (chapter one) takes heed of the conventional kind of beginning for

a thesis submitted to the School of Graduate Studies paper in Addis Ababa University. All

technical questions related to the need for a filter unit implemented on a digital signal processor

are discussed in this part.

Vlll



The analog and digital modes of radio data communications are presented in chapter two.

Besides describing the different modes of data communication, the CW (continuous wave),

RTTY (radioteletype) and AMTOR (amateur teleprinting over radio) type modes are

highlighted here. Although it may sound less relevant to the title of the thesis work, this chapter

serves two important purposes. First, it gives (to those who know little or nothing about modes

of data communication) a general view of what really meant by modes of radio data

communication. Secondly, it serves as a basis for a clear understanding to answer for questions

related to CW, RTTY and AMTOR type modes since they are used as a testing signals for this

thesis work.

The third chapter describes the communication interface of the amateur radio data

communication system. It also discusses the decoding schemes used for the incoming signals.

The fourth chapter end by giving a general description and architecture of the TMS320C5X

DSP kit.

Attempts are made to digital filters, in chapter five, on their advantages and design

specifications. The FIR digital filter design techniques are also discussed in the sixth chapter,

meticulously on Kaiser window.

And the last section (which is the implementation part) - chapter seven, comprises the design

and realization procedures followed in the implementation of the filter unit. It also compares

the actual result with that of the ideal and gives the relevant explanations.

Appendix has three parts. The first part gives the internal hardware and instruction set summary

for the TMS320C5X DSP kit. The second part explains about fixed-point representation of

binary numbers. The last part is the listing of the assembly source code.

Even if there is no only one scientific presentation of selected bibliography in any research

work, numbering will be assumed more convenient to note for the rest of this paper.

Seble Mengesha

Addis Ababa University

17th December 1998
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Abstract

Causes that may affect the quality of shortwave data communication over radio are presented.

Designing an audio-frequency filter unit, other than the filters exist in the transceiver, is

considered as one solution to improve the quality of this shortwave data communication.

Among the different data communication modes exist in the communication system, the CW

(continuous wave), RTTY (Radio teletype) and AMTOR (amateur teleprinting over radio)

types are selected to test the performance of the designed filter unit. The filter unit is of FIR

digital filter type which the impulse response coefficients are obtained using the Kaiser Window

design technique. The DSK (digital signal processor starter kit) assembler and debugger are

used to develop the assembly code so as to realize and implement the filter on TMS320C50

digital signal processor. The magnitude response of the resulting filter unit is estimated by a

spectrum analyzer. Finally, the designed filter unit is tested in an Amateur Radio

Communication System.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Background of the Problem

Messages transmission by means of radio waves depends on the physical phenomenon that

electrical oscillations can be radiated into space and transported over great distances in the

form of electromagnetic waves. The massages may be radiated within a band ranging from

about 10 kHz to frequencies far beyond 3000 MHz. Within this overall range each subrange

is characterized by its peculiar propagation conditions which must be taken into account in

designing of communication systems.

The wave band which is of interest in this thesis work is the high frequency band, also called

shortwave range, covering from 1.5 to 30 MHz of the frequency spectrum. This range is

attractive for message transmission due to the fact that great distances can be spanned at

moderate equipment cost and with comparatively low transmitting power.

The electromagnetic waves radiated by a radio transmitter and propagated close to the surface

will be attenuated under the influence of the earth's surface. In shortwave range, these ground-

waves are subjects to a comparatively heavy attenuation so that the transmission range is very

small. Thus, for spanning great distances in continental and intercontinental radio service only

sAy-waves can be considered as useful means of propagation. If radiated under a favorable

angle, these waves are reflected in the ionosphere back to the surface of the earth.

1



Introduction Chapter 1

But the field strength produced at the receiving station by the sky-wave is subject to

perturbations during the propagation of electromagnetic waves. The continual fluctuation of

the ionosphere as regards structure, altitude and ionic density, lead to the corresponding

change in reflection conditions which in turn are likely to affect shortwave radio

communication. This radio transmission/reception may also be impaired by fading,

atmospherics, interference caused by electrical apparatus, interference from radio

transmitters, and white noise.

If these interferences come within the frequency range of the useful signal, an appreciable

reduction in the quality of transmission will be resulted. The influence of interference

increases as the difference in the amplitude between the noise signal and the useful signal

decreases. The measure of this is the signal-to-noise ratio which is expressed is dB. The

interference may be classified as [3]

Noises energy, which is present all the time and is almost uniformly, distributed over

a wide frequency band and over the time (white noise).

Crackling, in most cases only of short duration, but affecting broad frequency band

and

Energy from other radio transmitters and discrete interference which hits a frequency

band selectively (intentionally or unintentionally) and which may present

continuously.

A knowledge of the disturbance affecting communication over a short wave link is important

for the choice of suitable countermeasures intended to permit message transmission with a

minimum trouble.

One of the countermeasures 1S a careful design of the radio equipment giving due

consideration to the gain of the transmitter and receiver antenna (directivity), sensitivity of the

receiver and the transmission conditions and the noise level at the receiving station. Apart

from design of the radio equipment and the associated antennae, the type of modulation

2



Introduction Chapter 1

technique employed must also be noted for digital message transmission. The following block

diagram shows a general radio data communication equipment. [2]

\ /
Transceiver

Computer (Terminal
r-----------,

TNC I XIAIR I

0 Terminal I I
Nod~ I I

Controller I ANT

I I
I I

I;'m'm"ml,::~Serial Pert I IAntennaH-
I RCVR

Switch I
rrrrrrr-rrr-errrrrrrrrrr I I I"'''''rr''~'''''''''''''''''

I I
Serial ANT

Interlace I I
I IL ......J

Fig. 1-1 Radio Data Communication Equipment

Despite all these design consideration, the received noise level may sometimes prevail the

useful signal and significantly affects the reliability with which the message is correctly

received. Thus, in addition to the already existing bandpass and lowpass filters in the radio

transmitter and receiver, which are, of course, matched to the transmission speed and having

minimum possible attenuation and delay distortion, another filtering unit is a must for

successful end-to-end data communication. This additional filtering unit will modify o[

reshape the audio frequency spectrum of the signal according to a desired specification. The

block diagram in Fig. 1-2 depicts the radio communication system with the filter unit

included.

3
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Serial
Interlace

Modem Transmitter

Computer /Terminol

ModemReceiver

r------
I

! Audio
I
I Filter
I

: Unit
I
I
I.._-----

~r_r_r_t_r_fTr_r_r_r_,.,.fT,.,.,.,.,.
rrrrrrrrrre-rrrrrrrr-rrr
""f""'''''''~'''''''''''''''

Fig. 1-2 Data communication system over radio with an audio-filter unit

In this thesis work, designing an audio-filter unit is considered to be the other countermeasure

for the improvement of this shortwave data communication. But the design is restricted to

shortwave communication modes such as CW, RTTY and AMTOR signals due to limited

access to a wide range shortwave data communication system.

The filter unit may be designed using analog passive or active components. In general, more

stringent filter requirements like steeper roll-off in frequency response or minimum distortion

in the phase response, call for a complex filter. As a filter gets more complex, it will become

necessary to add more inductors and capacitors, there by increasing the sensitivity of the

filter's response to small errors in the component values. Thus, precise values of resistance,

inductance and capacitance must be maintained if the filter is to operate as designed.

Establishing those precise component values is difficult, and so do maintaining them during

temperature variation and aging of components.

The above problem can be resolved by realizing the filtering task with digital filters, which

can be implemented either by software (computer programs) or by means of dedicated

hardware.

4
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Implementation of digital filter algorithms by a computer program may still have a problem

when dynamic signals are acquired, i.e, the processor will no longer be able to keep up with

the flow of data. If the processor cannot keep up with the input data stream, then, invariably

data will be lost since in real time systems the backlog of data will continue to build up and

no amount of storage will be sufficient. Thus, a specially designed processor is needed to

handle the problem efficiently.

The design of the audio-filter unit is this thesis work is, therefore, implemented using a

dedicated digital signal processor called TMS320S0 DSP kit. This processor has a unique

versatility and real time performance that offer a better, more adaptable approach to traditional

signal processing problems.

The design of the filter is in such a way that it should have minimum pulse delay distortion.

Also, for the received signal to be nearly identical to the transmitted one, the filter's amplitude

response should be constant and its phase response should be linear.

The finite impulse response digital filters satisfy such requirements and hence FIR filter types

are designed and realized on the DSP kit mentioned above.

5



Chapter 2

Data Communication

Basically there are two categories of radio communications: the Analog and Digital type

communications. The type of signal transmission determines the choice of these categories.

Radiotelephony (voice) is the most common mode of analog communication to transmit

human voice over radio. Under digital radio communications, the following are the major

modes of data communication. [2]

Radiotelegraph ( Morse Code)

• Radioteletype (RTTY, Al\1TOR and SITaR)

Packet, PACTOR, CLOVER, G-TOR and

• Image (SSTV, FSTV and fax).

Most of the operating modes are incompatible with each other, and each has advantages and

disadvantages that make it worthwhile to select the best mode for intended communication. In

addition to considering the noise and propagation conditions on the various bands, the user

should select the mode of transmission most likely to succeed based on factors like the type of

mode the transmitter produce, the type of mode the intended recipient using and the type of

mode that will provide the receiving station with the best SIN .

6
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2.1 Radiotelephony (Voice) [2]

Radiotelephone is the transmission of human voice over radio. Amplitude modulation was the

earliest technique used to transmit voice. It was the dominant phone mode until the late 1940's

and 1950's, when single sideband came along. AM uses a full carrier with two modulated

sidebands, and takes up a fair amount of bandwidth. In practice, two SSB signals or eight CW

signals could be transmitted within the bandwidth used by one AM signal. Because it is less

spectrum efficient, it has been reduced to a curiosity on the air.

FM is by far the most popular mode of voice communication over radio. It is a quiet mode,

because the technique of angle modulation greatly minimizes the effects of static and noise.

The trade-off is that a rather strong signal is needed at the receiver to produce the "quieting"

effect that distinguishes FM communications. Amateurs use a form of FM called narrowband

FM, which is about 3-20 kHz wide. This is just enough to afford decent voice communication.

Commercial FM broadcast stations use wideband (200 kHz) FM, which permits transmitted

audio frequencies in the range of 50-12,000 kHz.

Suppressed-carrier single sideband, or simply "single sideband", is another method of

transmitting voice over radio. It is an AM signal from which the carrier and one sideband have

been removed. The receiving station picks up the SSB signal, adds a carrier, and converts the

RF signal back into voice. SSB is useful because it is much easier to copy a weak sideband

signal than a weak FM transmission. The signal strength needed to quiet an FM receiver is

relatively high. With low signal-to-noise ratios, it's nearly impossible to make out the other

operator's voice. In conditions where weak signals are common, SSB can provide intelligible

audio through a background of considerable noise.

7



Data Communication Chapter 2

2.2 Morse Code (CW) [2, 14]

Morse Code telegraphy by on-off keying (OOK, Amplitude-Shift Keying ASK) of a carrier is

the most basic and oldest form of digital radio communication. It is also known as CW1 (for

continuous wave). It involves nothing more than three elements a short tone, a long tone and

a space. In digital perspective, these could be represented by numerals 0,1 and 2. In practice,

there would actually be two definite expressions, the ° and 1, or short tone and long tone. A

space by itself would be the same as no signal. Mixing and matching the tones and spaces

created a system to denote letters of alphabet, the digits 0-9 and a few punctuation marks.

Thus, Morse Code or CW is a series of these tones which can either be transmitted by hand

using a morse key or by computer using interface and software.

Language expressed in nothing but long and short tones (dahs and dits) has been in use since

before Samuel F.B. Morse devised the American Morse system of telegraphy. In prehistoric

times, it was discovered that a prearranged method of sending signals could use a small set of

such symbols, yet be potentially powerful means of conveying complex information. The

arrangement of the signals (long/short, loud/soft, bright/dim, single/double, on/off) could be

used to signify much more than just two alphabetic or numeric symbols. Morse and his

colleagues developed a standard code that took advantage of the frequency with which certain

English letters are used in language, and made efficient use of the way our ears and mind

works.

Perhaps, the one advantage of Morse over Packet and the others, is that a human operator can

decode the Morse Code transmission by ear.

CW is used by amateurs and other communications to mean OOK telegraphy by Morse Code while
parts of the electronic industry use CW to signify an unmodulated carrier.

8
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The speed of Morse telegraphy is usually expressed in WPM, rather than baud, which is the

common measure in other digital modes. The following formulas relate WPM to bauds:

WPM = 2.4 x dotls (2.1)

WPM=J.2xB (2.2)

where

WPM = telegraph speed in words per minute

l.2

a constant calculated by comparing dots per second with plain language

Morse code sending the word "PARIS"

a constant calculated by comparing the signaling rate in bauds with plain

language Morse code sending the word "PARIS"

2.4

B telegraph speed in bauds.

For instance, a keying speed of25 dot/s or 50 bauds is equal to 60 WPM.

Keying a carrier on and off produces double (upper and lower) sidebands corresponding to the

period of the keying pulse. A string of dits at 50 baud will have sidebands at multiples of 50 Hz

above and below the carrier. The rise time of the pulses affects the distribution of power among

the sidebands. As rise time increases or pulse rate decreases, the bandwidth of the signal

decreases. In addition, the rise time affects how our ears hear the signal. Publications have long

promoted 5-ms rise and fall times for CW keying envelopes as shown in Fig. 2-1. This shape

is based on an assumed necessary bandwidth of 150 Hz for a 60 WPM (50-baud) pulse train

and an expression relating necessary CW bandwidth to keying speed.

9
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Fig. 2-1 Optimum CW keying waveforms.

For aural reception, a Morse-code OOK RF signal is not completely demodulated to its original

de pulse, because only thumping would be heard. Instead, the signal is moved (by mixing) down

to AF, usually near 700 Hz. Proper reception of a Morse-code transmission requires that the

receiver bandwidth be at least that of the necessary bandwidth plus any frequency error.

10
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2.3 RTTY [2, 3, 14]

RTTY or Radioteletype is a direct machine to machine communication mode using the Baudot'

(or Murray') code. It is one of the first data communications codes to receive five bits

(traditionally called "levels") to represent the alphabet, numerals, symbols and machine

functions.

There are many variations in five-bit coded character sets, principally to accommodate foreign-

language alphabets. But, five-bit codes can directly encode only 25 = 32 different symbols. This

is insufficient to encode 26 letters, 10 numerals and punctuation. This problem can be solved

by using one or more of the codes to select from multiple code-translation tables.

The baudot transmissions must be sent using start-stop pulses as shown in Fig. 2-2. The bits

in the figure are arranged as they would appear on an oscilloscope. Each character includes

start and stop bit to indicate the beginning and end of that character. This is typical of

asynchronous communication.

"Rest"
Condition----Ji"'"'.oC'------ Ch<lrOC ter No. 1----- ••JOotoIfo(--- Character No.2

Ma(k I
(Current" On}

Space
( Cu r r enr Off}

Star t .•••. StopPulse -------- ..•••. Pulse
Start
Pulse

Fig. 2-2 Baudot timing sequence for the letter "D."

2 Named after French engineer Emile Baudot and represents the US International Telegraph Alphabet

NO.2 (ITA2).

3 Almost identical code used in Great Britain.
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The signaling speeds for all forms ofRTTY are those used by the old TTYs: 60, 67, 75 or 100

WPM. Table 2-1 relates speeds, signaling rates and pulse times. In practice, the real speeds do

not exactly match their names. The names have been rounded through years of common usage.

Table 2·1 Baudot Signaling Rates and Speeds

Signaling Rate
(Bauds)

Common NameData Pulse
(ms)

Stop Pulse
(ms)

Speed
(WPM)

45.45 Western Union

50.00

56.92

22.0

22.0

22.0

20

17.57

22.0

31.0

33.0

30.0

25.00

65.00

61.33

60.61

66.67

76.68

"60 Speed"

45 Bauds

European; 50 Bauds

"75 Speed"
............... - -.-. -_ -- _-_ - - ---_ , - -_ ..__ _-_.

50 Bauds

74.20

100.0

17.57

13.47

13.47

10.00

26.36

19.18

20.21

15.00

75.89

100.00

98.98

133.33

"100 Speed"

74 Bauds

100 bauds

There is a problem specifying signaling speed ofRTTY because the length of the start and stop

pulses vary from that of the data bits. The solution is to base the signaling speed on the shortest

pulses used. Thus, baud is used as a unit of signaling speed equal to one pulse (event) per

second. The signaling rate, in bauds, is the reciprocal of the shortest pulse length.

When TTY s and terminal units roamed the airwaves, frequency-shift keying was the order of

the day. DC signals from the terminal units controlled some form of reactance (usually a

capacitor or varactor) in a transmitter oscillator stage to shift the transmitter frequency. With

FSK, the transmitter is shifted up in frequency every time a mark is to be sent, reverting to the

lower frequency for a space. The amount of the shift is usually 170 Hz for Amateur Radio use

although many commercial Teletype signals use other shifts, notably 425Hz and 850 Hz.
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Multimode communications processors, however, generally connect to the radio AF input and

output, often through the speaker and microphone connectors, sometimes through auxiliary

connectors. They simply feed AF tones to the microphone input of an SSB transmitter or

transceiver. This is called AFSK for "Audio Frequency-Shift Keying." When it is properly

designed and adjusted, this method of modulation cannot be distinguished from FSK on the air.

When using AFSK, make certain that audio distortion, carrier and unwanted sidebands do not

cause interference. Particularly when using the low tones the harmonic distortion of the tones

should be kept to a few percent. Most modem AFSK generators are of the coherent-phase

(CPFSK) type. Older types of noncoherent-FSK (NCFSK) generators had no provisions for

phase continuity and produced sharp switching transients. The noise from phase discontinuity

caused interference several kilohertz around the RTTY signal.

An AFSK demodulator takes the shifting tones from the audio output of a receiver and

produces TTY keying pulses. FM is a common AFSK demodulation method. The signal is first

bandpass filtered to remove out-of-band interference and noise. It is then limited to remove

amplitude variations. The signal is demodulated in a discriminator. The detector output lowpass

filtered to remove noise at frequencies above the keying rate. The result is fed to a circuit that

determines whether it is a mark or a space.

AM (limiterless) detectors, when properly designed, permit continuous copy even when the

mark or space frequency fades out completely. At 170-Hz shift, however, the mark and space

frequencies tend to fade at the same time. For this reason, FM and Al\1 demodulators are

comparable at 170-Hz shift. At wider shifts (say 425 Hz and above), the independently fading

mark and space can be used to achieve an in-band frequency-diversity effect if the demodulator

is capable of processing it. To conserve spectrum, it is generally desirable to stay with 170-Hz

shift for 45-baud Baudot and forego the possible in-band frequency-diversity gain. It is good

to keep the in-band frequency-diversity gain in mind, however, for higher signaling rates that

would justify greater shift.
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2.4 AMTOR [2,14]

AMTOR is a specialized form ofRTTY. The term is an acronym for Amateur Teleprinting
Over Radio and is derived from the commercial SITOR system developed primarily for
Maritime use. AMTOR uses the same mark and space shift frequencies as RTTY, the most
commonly used one is 170 Hz.

Unlike the RTTY transmission where one station transmits while the other receives, both
stations maintain a link by exchanging transmissions. Hence, AMTOR improves on RTTY by
incorporating a simple Error Detection technique. It remains relatively uncomplicated but
performs well even in poor HF conditions. It is a partial solution to overcome the incorrect
reception of signals when the SIN is inadequate.

The system converts the 5-bit code to a 7-bit code for transmission such that there are 4 mark
and 3 space bits in every character. The constant mark/space ratio limits the number of usable

combinations to 35. The Baudot takes up 32 of the combinations; the 3 remaining are service

information signals.

There are two modes used in AMTOR: ARQ (Automatic Repeat Request) and FEC (Forward

Error Correction).

2.4.1 ARQ Mode

This mode, sometimes called Mode A, is a synchronous type protocol, which means that both

stations are synchronized to each other's signal. The system transmits a block of three

characters from the information sending station to the information receiving station. After each

block, the IRS either acknowledges correct receipt (based on the 4/3 mark/space ratio), or

requests a repeat. This cycle repeats as shown in Fig. 2-3.
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Fig. 2-3 Typical AMTOR timing. Dark arrows indicate the signal path from the ISS to the IRS and vice

versa.

The station that initiates the ARQ protocol is known as the Master Station (MS). The MS first

sends the selective call of the called station in blocks of three characters, listening between

blocks. Four-letter AMTOR calls are normally derived from the first character and the last three

letters of the station call sign. The Slave Station recognizes its selective call and answers that

it is ready. The MS now becomes the ISS and will send traffic as soon as the IRS says it is

ready. When an ISS is done sending, it can enable the other station to become the ISS by

sending the three-character sequence. A station ends the contact by sending an "end of

communication signal".

On the air, AMTORMode A signals have a characteristic "chirp-chirp" sound. Even when there

is no data actually being transmitted, the transmitting station continues to send idle "chirps" to

maintain the link.
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2.4.2 FEe Mode

In FEC Mode, sometimes called Mode B, the sending station sends each character twice, so

this mode provides a means of transmitting to several station at once. Burst errors are virtually

eliminated by delaying the repetition for a period thought to exceed the duration of most noise

bursts. In AMTOR, groups of five characters are sent and then repeated. At 70 ms per

character, there is 280 ms between the first and second transmissions of a character. The

receiving station tests for the constant 4/3 mark/space ratio and prints only unmutilated sent

or received characters. If both are mutilated, an error symbol or space prints.

This Mode is still better than an ordinary RTTY but its error detection is not reliable as that in

the ARQ Mode.

AMTOR is well suited to traffic handling and passing messages when accuracy is worth a slight

trade-off in speed. A disadvantage of AMTOR is that both stations must "hear" each other

well, or the communication is reduced to a lengthy exchange of poorly received character

groups and NAKs.

2.5 Packet Radio [2, 14]

Packet radio is an error-free mode that uses the complete ASCII character set and supports the

transfer of binary data. It is called "packet" because data is not sent as a single, continuous

string of characters, but rather transmitted in small bursts, orpackets. Each packet contains not

only the data to be transferred, but also overhead information used to route the packets and

reassemble them into their original continuous whole. The overhead includes data that identifies

the sending and receiving stations, enabling the packet transmission to reach the proper

destination. It also provides the required station identification of the sender.
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When two packet stations are exchanging data, they are said to be connected. One station sends

a packet and then waits a specified amount of time for a reply. The receiving station checks the

packet for errors and sends an acknowledge signal if the packet is error-free. If not, the

receiving station does nothing. When the waiting time expires, the originating station

retransmits the packet on the assumption that it did not arrive error-free. Packet stations

communicate directly in many cases. If the path is too long to support a direct connection,

however, packet relays known as nodes or digipeaters (packet radio station capable of

recognizing and selectively repeating a packet frames) are used.

Packet radio stations are able to communicate with each other because they conform to a

standard format, or protocol, described as AX.254
. This is a specification derived from a similar

protocol, X.25, used by commercial packet networks.

Packet data rates are limited to a maximum ofJOO bitls within the Amateur Radio bands below

28 l\IIHz. Even at this relatively slow rate, noise and interference makes efficient packet

communication difficult on the HF bands. Unless conditions are good at both ends of the path,

packets must be repeated many times before they arrive error-free. Above 28 l\IIHz, data rates

are not so limited. Most VHF packet users operate their systems at 1200 bitls using 2-m FM.

However, networks have been established that use much higher data rates, 9600 bitls and

beyond, to link nodes and packet bulletin board systems over a wide area.

4 AX.25 is Amateur packet radio link-layer protocol while X.25 is a computer communications protocol

over telephone lines.
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2.6 PACTOR [2,14]

PACTOR is an HF radio transmission system which combines the best of AMTOR and packet

to make a system that is superior to both. It is much faster than AMTOR, yet improves on

AMTOR's error-correction scheme. It performs well under both weak-signal and high-noise

conditions. P ACTOR carries binary data, so it can transfer binary files, ASCII and other symbol

sets.

Advantages of PACT OR include:

An error-correction algorithm called Memory ARQ, a method for reconstructing an

original block of data by adding together the broken pieces of that block as it is repeated

until the block is complete.

Data-compression techniques (Huffman coding) that can increase the data transfer rate

by up to 400% over uncompressed data.

Compatibility with ASCII and binary data transfers.

Automatic adjustment of its data rate to compensate for changes in radio conditions.

Mark or space polarity is inconsequential because it is frequency-shift independent.

Tolerates interference well, while maintaining the communication link.

Fast, reliable changes of transmission direction and end of transmission confirmation at

both ends of a connection.

Like PACKET and AMTOR, P ACTOR is a two-way affair: A transmitting station sends data

and a receiving station sends back electronic acknowledgment of each burst of characters.

Unlike packet or AMTOR, however, PACTORdynamically adapts to conditions. Rather than

relying on each transmission to provide a solid block of clear characters, P ACTOR can accept

a series of imperfect or incomplete data segments and intelligently attempt to reassemble them

into a solid group. In this way, the number of transmissions is reduced because the receiving

station may be able to make out enough detail from two or three successive bursts to provide

an errorless segment of data.
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2.7 CLOVER [2]

The desire to send data via HF radio at high data rates and the problems that could come across

while using AX.25 packet radio on HF radio led to the development of a unique modulation

waveform and data transfer protocol called CLOVER.

The CLOVER system has an "AUTO-ARQ" mode that provides a three-pronged attack against

the problems caused by HF data signal distortion. This forward-error-correction will correct

as many as 31 bytes of erroneous data for every 188 bytes of transmitted data, without

requiring repeat transmissions (AMTOR, PACT OR and packet correct errors only by

retransmitting data). When erroneous data exceeds 31 of 188 transmitted bytes, only the

damaged data blocks are repeated (AMTOR and PACTOR repeat all the data of a transmitted

pulse, even for one character error).

There are many advantages and unique features in a CLOv'ER system. For example, if

conditions and propagation permit a high-quality linkbetween two CLOVER stations, they can

automatically signal each other to lower power and increase the data-transmission speed. Under

poor conditions, a station can request the other to increase power and lower transmission speed

to try to reduce errors. But it requires a special plug-in card that goes into a standard expansion

slot in an IBM-compatible personal computer.

2.8 G-TOR [2,14]

G-TOR, a short for Golay-TOR, is a new HF digital communication mode for Amateur service.

The purpose of the G-TOR protocol is to provide an improved digital radio communication

capability for the HF bands. The key features of G-TOR are:

Standard FSK tone pairs (mark and space)

Link-quality-based signaling rate: 300, 200 or 100 baud
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2.4-s transmission cycle

Low overhead within data frames

Huffinan data compression-two types, on demand

Embedded run-length data compression

Golay forward-error-correction coding

Full-frame data interleaving

CRC error detection with hybrid ARQ

Error-tolerant "Fuzzy" acknowledgments

The pnmary benefit of these innovations is increased throughput, that is, more bits

communicated in less time. This is achieved because the advanced processing features of G-

TOR provide increased resistance to interference and noise and greatly reduce rnultipath-

induced data errors.

2.9 Image - FSTV, SSTV and Fax [2]

Amateur television comes in two main categories: Fast-scan TV and slow-scan TV. ATV

allows to send television pictures over the airwaves. SSTV originated earlier; it is a technique

used to send color or black-and-white still pictures over HF, using a bandwidth comparable to

that used by SSB voice. Because of the large amount of information required to transmit a

video image, the bandwidth restrictions for HF operation limit the mode to still pictures. On

the other hand, FSTV, is used on the UHF bands, which where much broader bandwidth are

possible to use. A UHF FSTV picture can, therefore, be a real-time moving picture.
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Fax is an additional form of image communications. It is an abbreviation forjacsimile, a form

of transmission that sends visual "photocopy" of a two-dimensional image, such as a piece of

paper, a photograph or diagram. The first fax machines were mechanical devices with paper

wrapped around a rotating drum, or scanned by a moving light source. The light and dark spots

on the paper (that is blank space and typewritten characters) were converted to electrical

impulses. These impulses were sent along wires to a receiving device that converted the

impulses back into an image on paper.

Modern amateur faxes are sent using pes and special software. The images may almost be any

computer file format. Images are mostly created by using a device called a scanner to convert

a printed image into digital format. This special software converts the image into audio tones

that are sent via the transmitter for decoding at the receiving end. The receiving station can

display the faxed image on a computer monitor screen or printer. Fax images can also be

"captured" as they are received and saved to a disk file for later access (for example viewing,

priming, resending, modification and etc.). When a fax transmission begins, the receiving

station must be tuned in and listening so that it can receive and decode the synchronization data

sent at the beginning ofthe fax. Without the synchronization data, the receiving station cannot

properly interpret the image. The reason is nothing but faxes will take a long time for

transmission. So as to enlighten this, operators must know the size of the file that can be faxed

in the span of 10 minutes before the transmission requested station identification.
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Communication Interface

This chapter describes the interface between the transceiver and the computer that are used for

radio communication. It includes both the software for transmission and reception of the radio

signals CW, RTTY, and AMTOR and the interface circuits that connects the transceiver with

the computer.

3.1 Interface Circuit [11]

A conventional converter or modem chip is not required to interface the computer with the

transceiver. Audio frequency generation and decoding, serial/parallel conversion and all other

signal processing is done by a special communication software called HamComm.

The audio output of the receiver is connected to the serial port of a computer through a very

simple low cost circuit. Only an op-amp, a few diodes, capacitors and resistors are needed to

build this circuit. A separate power supply is not also required, the supply current is drawn from

the serial port. For transmission, the audio signal from the serial port is connected to the

microphone input of the transmitter through a passive RlC filter.

This simple communication interface circuit comprises no filter unit for further reducing the

noise level of the incoming signal from the transceiver. The signal directly passes to the

HamComm for signal decoding. The decoded signal is sometimes meaningless when the noise

level prevails the signal and this makes it difficult to sustain communication. Thus, there must

be a solution to guarantee a continuous communication and it is designing an additional filter

unit between this interface circuit and the transceiver.
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FSK

DTR 20 4

GND 7 5

Fig. 3-4 FSK Circuit

Note:

RS-232 Serial Connector

25 Pin 9 Pin Description

2 3 TxD (Transmit Data)

4 7 RTS (Request to Send)

6 6 DSR (Data Set Ready)

7 5 GND (Signal Ground)

20 4 DTR (Data Terminal Ready)

As shown in the above figures (Fig. 3-1 to 4), the interface circuit has four sections: the

Receive and Transmit circuits, the PTT and the External FSK. Let's see the function of each

circuit briefly.

3.1.1 Receive Circuit

The operational amplifier is used to bring the audio signal from the receiver up to RS232 level.

The supply current is drawn from the DTR and RTS pins of the serial port. The four diodes

form a standard bridge rectifier. The capacitors are used for buffering. The input signal

amplitude should be at least 100mVpp. The 10nF capacitor removes any DC bias. Since the op-

amp runs with maximum gain, there will be more or less a rectangular waveform at its output.

It should have an amplitude of at least +/- 5V to reliably drive the RS232 input.
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3.1.2 Transmit Circuit

For transmission, an AFSK tone signals are available at the serial port. These signals are then

fed to the RJC filter to smooth them out. The microphone input is very sensitive so a variable

resistor is used for attenuation and capacitor to remove any DC.

3.1.3 PTT Circuit

The RTS output of the COM port is not only used to provide the supply current for op-amp,

but also to key the transmitter. A diode is used to protect the base ofthe PTT transistor against

the negative voltage of RTS output in receive mode. The resistor is used to limit the base

current. In transmit mode the RTS and STR pins change polarity. RTS becomes positive and

the transistor pulls the PTT line to ground. Caution should be taken since the required current

to key the transmitter may be too high.

3.1.4 External AFSK

AFSK tones for transmission are normally available at the TxD pin of the COM port. But it is

also possible to use the FSK signal at the DTR pin of the COM port. For RTTY transmission

DTR is negative for 'mark' state and positive for 'space' state. In CW mode DTR is negative

for 'no-tone' and positive for 'tone', during reception it is always positive. The RTS pin, on

the other hand, is negative for receiving mode and always positive during transmission. Thus,

it can be used to gate the DTR signal for keying a transmitter in CW mode.
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3.2 The HamComm [11]

HamComm is a special program for ham (amateur) radio communication. It supports reception

and transmission of radioteletype and Morse code signals. It runs under MS-DOS 3.x of higher

on any PC-compatible computer with at least 400KB of free memory. The program will

probably not run under any kind of multitasking environment like Desqview, Windows

3.xJ95/NT or OS/2 since it requires direct control of the interrupt controller, timer chip and

serial I/O hardware.

The HamComm has scop function, spectrum function and bitlength function that can display

the various aspects of the incoming signal. It is capable of displaying the graph of the input

signal frequency versus time using its scopefunction. The data for the display is obtained from

a routine called tone decoder which calculates the current signal frequency in use by other parts

of the program. When the spectrum function is used, the video card and monitor are activated

and displays the audio spectrum of the signal. The bitlength function is a graphic display of the

Mark and Space pulse length. Its main purpose is to give information about the speed of the

signal.

3.3 Signal Decoding [11]

The amplified audio signal is connected to the DSR modem status input ofthe serial port where

every zero crossing generates an interrupt. HamComm determines the time between successive

interrupts using the PCs timer chip and calculates the corresponding tone frequency. Due to

the timer resolution of about one microsecond the result is quite accurate and constitutes the

base for all further signal processing.

For RTTY decoding, the tone is compared to the currently selected center frequency to decide

whether it is a 'mark' or 'space' signal. The mark/space signal is sampled at proper time

according to the current Baud collecting all the bits of a character.
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For CW decoding, the program has to differentiate the tone from noise. To be regarded as a

valid signal the tone has to be between the currently selected mark/space frequencies for a

certain amount of time. The program maintains a floating average of length of the dots and

dashes to adjust varying speeds. When the character is completed, it is converted to ASCII

code and displayed in the receive window.

3.3.1 RTTY and AlVITORDecoding

To decode an RTTY and AMTOR signal the center frequency has to be in the middle between

the mark and space tones. Also, the peaks of these signals should match the marker lines for

the mark and space tones. The center frequency can be varied according to the radio signal

reception.

o. 500.. ·1000. . 1500. 2500

Since RTTY is an asynchronous mode, the sender and receiver do not keep their internal time

reference in synchronism. The receiver simply waits for the leading edge of the start bit, collects

the data bits according to the signal speed and then waits for the next character. On the other

hand, accurate timing is essential to keep the AMTOR link going since it is working in

synchronous mode. The FEC and ARQ error detecting modes are also included while decoding

the AMTOR signal.
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3.3.2 Morse Code (CW) Decoding

To decode a CW transmission the tone frequency of the signal should closely match the

currently selected center frequency. The center frequency can be varied according to the signal.

There are two problems encountered with CW decoding in HamComm: Tone detection and

Character Decoding.

a. Tone Detection

Any data transmission requires at least two states for a bit at a time. CW has only a tone and

the HamComm requires a certain amount of noise to detect that the tone has ended. For this

reason CW decoding with HamComm does not work well with narrow filters. There is a tone

detector in the HamComm whose output is fed to the character decoder. For the signal to be

considered as a valid tone, it has to stay in the currently selected mark/space tones for certain

amount of time. Thus, the behavior of the detector depends on the currently selected shift.

b. Character Decoding

Theoretically, a dash is three times as long as a dot, the gaps within a character are dot-sized

and the gaps between characters are dash-sized. In reality, there are short and long tones and

gaps of variable size because CW is usually 'hand-made'. The speed and length ratio also

changes during transmission if the operator gets tired or bored.

HamComm keeps a floating average of the tone duration to adjust to speed changes. If the

signal is too noisy, the dots and dashes will get broken into many short ones. The character

decoder then gets bursts of very short tones which look like a high-speed CW signal and tries

to adjust. Thus, the overall decoding quality mainly depends on the tone detector.
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The TMS320C5X Digital Signal Processor Kit

The TMS320 family consists of 16-bit fixed-point and 32-bit floating-point single-chip digital

signal processing device. These processors possess the operational flexibility of high-speed

controllers and numerical capability of array processors. Combining these two qualities, the

TMS320 processors are inexpensive alternatives to custom-fabricated VLSI and multichip bit-

slice processors. The following qualities make this family the ideal choice for wide range

applications: [8]

• Very flexible instruction set

• Inherent operational flexibility

• High speed performance

• Innovative, parallel architectural design

• Cost effectiveness

With its umque versatility and real-time performance it offers better, more adaptable

approaches to traditional signal-processing problems such as filtering an vocoding.

Furthermore, it supports complex applications that often require several operations to be

performed simultaneously

In this thesis work, TMS320C50 DSP kit isused for design and implementation of the filter unit

to improve the shortwave communication mentioned.
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4.1 General Description [8, 9]

The TMS320C5X generation consists of the 'C50, the 'C51, and the 'C53 devices. These

digital signal processors (DSPs) are fabricated in accordance with static CMOS, integrated-

circuit technology. The combination of advanced Harvard architecture (separate buses for

program memory and data memory), additional on-chip peripherals, more on-chip memory, and

a highly specialized instruction set is the basis of the operational flexibility and speed of these

DSP devices. The 'C5X devices are designed to execute more than 28 MIPS.

The key features of 'C50 are listed below.

• 35-/50-ns single cycle fixed point instruction execution time (28.6/20 1-HPS)

• Upward source-code compatible with all 'CIX and C2X devices

• RAM-based memory operation

• 9K x 16 bit single cycle on-chip program/data RAM

• 2K x 16 bit single cycle on-chip boot ROM

• 1056 x 16 bit dual-access on-chip data RAM

• 224K x 16 bit maximum addressable external memory space (64K program, 64K data,

64K I/O and 32K global)

• 32 bit arithmetic logic unit (ALU), 32 bit accumulator (ACC), and 32 bit accumulator

buffer (ACCB)

• 16 bit parallel logic unit (PLU)

• 16 x 16 bit parallel multiplier with a 32 bit product capability

• Single cycle multiply/accumulate instructions

• Eight auxiliary registers with dedicated arithmetic unit for indirect addressing

• Eleven context-switch registers (shadow registers) for storing strategic CPU-controlled

registers during an interrupt service routine

• Eight level hardware stack

• 0 to 16 bit left and right data barrel-shifters and a 64-bit incremental data shifter

• Two indirectly addressed circular buffers for circular addressing

• Single instruction repeat and block repeat operations for program code
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• Block memory move instructions for direct communication between the 'C5X and

another serial device

• Time-division multiple-access (TDM) serial port

• Interval timer with period, control and counter registers fir software stop, start, and

reset

• 64K parallel I/O ports, 16 of which are memory mapped

Two high speed serial I/O ports

• Sixteen software-programmable wait state generators for program, data, and I/O

memory spaces

• Index addressing mode

• Bit reversal index addressing mode for radix 2-FFTs

• On-chip clock generation

Fig. 4-1 depicts the basic block diagram of the 'C50. It shows the interconnection, which

include the host interface, analog interface, and emulation interface. PC communications are

via the RS-232 port on the DSK (digital signal processor starter kit) board.

Expansion
Connector f<--

TMS320C50
Control AnalogSerial Port f--
DO - DlS Interface

TDMPort I--
TLC32040 f--I-- AO - A15

32Kx&
JTAG

~ Emulation Port
PROM

iBootcode

XDS510 port
14-pin header

Analog Out

Analog In

Fig. 4-1 TMS320C50 DSK Diagram

The 32K bytes of PROM contains the kernel program for boot loading. All pins of the 'C50

are connected to the external I/O interfaces. The external I/O interface includes four 24-pin

header, a 4-pin header, and a 14-pin XDS510 header. The TLC32040 AlC interfaces to the

'C50 serial port.
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4.2 Architecture [8, 9]

The architectural structure a TMS320C5X DSP consists of three basic segments: Central

Processing Unit (CPU), Memory and Peripheral Interfacing Circuits.

4.2.1 The Central Processing Unit

The TMS320C5X high performance digital signal processor is designed with an advanced

Harvard type architecture that maximizes the processing power by maintaining to separate

memory bus structures, program and data, for full speed execution. Instructions support data

transfer between the two spaces.

It performs 2's complement arithmetic using the 32 bit arithmetic logic unit (ALU) and

accumulator. The ALU is a general purpose arithmetic unit that uses 16 bit words taken from

data memory or derived from immediate instructions, or the 32 bit result from the multiplier.

In addition to arithmetic operations, the ALU can perform Boolean operations. In addition to

the main ALU, there is a parallel logic unit (PLU) that executes logic operations on data

without affecting the contents of the accumulator. The PLU provides the bit manipulation

ability required of a high speed controller and simplifies the bit setting, clearing and testing

required with control and status registers operations.

The multiplier performs 16 x 16 bit 2's complement multiplication with a 32 bit result in a single

instruction cycle. The multiplier consists of three elements: multiplier array, PREG (product

register) and TREGO (temporary register). The 16 bit TREG temporarily stores the

multiplicand and the PREG stores the 32 bit product. The multiplier's values come from data

memory, comes from program memory when the MAClMACDlMADSlMADD5 instructions

are used, or are derived immediately from the multiply immediate instructions (MPY #). The

fast on-chip multiplier allows the device to efficiently perform fundamental DSP operations

such as convolution, correlation and filtering.

See Appendix A
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The scaling shifter has a 16-bit input connected to the data bus and a 32 bit output connected

to the ALU. The scaling shifter produces a left shift of ° to 16 bits on the input data, as

programmed in the instruction or defined in the shift count register (TREGl). Additional shift

capabilities enable the processor to perform numerical scaling, bit extraction, extended

arithmetic and overflow prevention operation.

Eight levels of hardware stack save the contents of the program counter during interrupts and

subroutine calls. On interrupts, the strategic registers (ACC, ACCB, ARCR, INDEX, PMST,

PREG, STO, STl, TREGs) are pushed onto a one-deep stack and popped upon interrupt

return, thus providing a zero-over-head interrupt context switch.

The functional block diagram shown in Fig. 4-2 outlines the principal blocks and data paths

within the 'C5X processor.
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Fig. 4-2 Block diagram ofTMS320C50 internal hardware
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4.2.2 Memory

The TMS320C5X enhanced Harvard architecture design has multiple memory spaces that can

be accessed on three parallel buses. This makes it possible to access both program and data

simultaneously. The three parallelbuses are theprogram read/write bus (PAB), data read bus

(DAB 1), and data write bus (DAB2). Each bus accesses different memory spaces for different

aspects ofthe device operation. The' C5X memory is organized into four individually selectable

spaces: program, local data, global data and input/output ports (I/O). These spaces compose

an address range of 224K words. Within any ofthese spaces RAl\1, ROM, EPROM, EEPROM

or memory-mapped peripherals can reside either on- or off-chip.

The program space contains the instructions to be executed as well as tables used in execution.

The local data space stores data used by the instructions. The global data space can share data

with other processors within the system or can serve as additional data space. The J/O space

interfaces to external memory-mapped peripheral can also serve as extra data storage space.

Within a given memory machine cycle, the CALU (central arithmetic logic unit) can execute

as many as three concurrent memory operations.

The diagram in Fig 4-3 is the memory map of 'C50. Note that when the DSP is in

microcomputer mode the internal program ROM is mapped into program memory space

whereas in microprocessor mode all the program memory is mapped externally.
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( Microcomputer Mode)( Microprocessor Mode)

Fig 4-3 TMS320C50 Memory Map

Note that:
SARAM
DARAM
CNF
OVLY

- Single access RAM
- Dual access RAM
- On-chip RAM configuration bit
- RAM overlay bit

Memory Addressing Modes

Memory can be addressed in eight different ways in this DSP.

I. Direct Addressing Mode

Hex
0000

ooSF
0060

007F
0080
OOFF
0100

Data

02FF
0300
04FF
0500
07FF
0800

Memory-Mapped
Registers

On-Chip DARAM

Reserved

On-Chip DARAM
(CNF=O)

Reserved (CNF = 1)

~~
Reserved

On-Chip SARAM
(OVLY = 1)

External (OVL Y = 0)

External

2BBF
2COO

FFFF

In this mode the 9 bit DP (data pointer) points to one of 512 pages (1 page = 128 words). The

data memory address (dma), specified by the seven LSBs (least significant bits) of the

instructions, points to the desired word within the page. the address on the DRB (direct data

memory address bus) is formed by concatenating the 9-bit DP with the 7 bit dma.
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u. Memory-Mapped Addressing Mode

This mode operates much like the mode in (1) except that the most significant 9 bits of the

address are forced to zero instead of being loaded with the contents of the DP. This allows the

user to directly address the memory-mapped registers for data page zero without the overhead

of changing the DP or auxiliary registers.

tu. Indirect Addressing Mode

In the indirect addressing mode, the currently selected 16-bit auxiliary register AR(ARP)

addresses the data memory through the auxiliary register file bus (AFB). While the selected

auxiliary register provides the data memory address and the data is manipulated by CALU, the

content of the auxiliary register may be manipulated through the ARAU (auxiliary register

arithmetic unit).

IV. Short Immediate Mode

The operand may reside as part of the instruction machine code. In the case of the short

immediate operand, the operand is contained in the single word instruction.

V. Long Immediate Mode

In this case, the operand immediately follows the opcode in the program sequence. The long

immediate operand is 26 bit long.

VI. Register Access Mode

The operand may come from CPU register. This type of operand is used in special cases.
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vii. Long Immediate Addressing Mode

In the long immediate addressing mode, an operand is addressed by the second word of two-

word instruction. In this case, the program address/data bus (PAB) is used for operand fetch.

viii. Registered Block Memory Addressing Mode

Registered block memory addressing mode operates like the long immediate addressing mode

with the exception that the address comes from BMAR (block move address register).

4.2.3 Peripheral Interface Circuits

The peripheral interface circuits connected to the TMS320C5X core CPU are the serial port,

TDM serial port, timer, software-programmable wait state generator, I/O ports, divide-by-one

clock and XF( external flag) and BID (branch control input). These peripherals are controlled

through registers that reside in memory map. The operation of serial ports and timer is

synchronized to the core CPU via interrupts or through interrupt polling. Setting and clearing

bit can enable, disable, initialize and dynamically reconfigure the peripherals. Data is transferred

to and from the peripherals through memory mapped data registers. When a peripheral is not

in use, the internal clocks are shut off from that peripherals, allowing for lower power

consumption when the device is in normal run mode or idle mode.

The full duplex (bidirectional) on-chip serial port provides direct communication with serial

devices such as codecs, serial AID converters and other serial systems. The serial port may also

be used for intercommunication between processors in multiprocessing applications ( the TDM

port is further optimized for such an application).
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Digital Filters

5.1 Introduction

Almost every field of SCIence and engineenng, such as acoustics, physics,

telecommunications, control systems and radar, deal with signals. These signals, in general,

are classified into continuous-time and discrete-time signals.

A Continuous-time signal is one that is defined at each and every instant of time. A discrete-

time signal, the other hand, is one that is defined at a discrete instant of time. Both of these

signals can be represented by a unique function of frequency called frequency spectrum of the

signal.

Filtering is a process by which the frequency spectrum of a signal can be modified, reshaped,

or, manipulated according to some desired specification. It may entail amplifying or attenuating

a range of frequency components, rejecting or isolating one specific frequency component, etc.

Any system or network that exhibits such frequency selective characteristic is called afilter.

Several types of filters can be identified: lowpass filters (LPF) that passes only "low"

frequencies, bandpass (BPF) that passes a band of frequencies, high pass filters (HPF) that

passes "high" frequencies and band-reject filters that rejects certain frequencies.
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Filters are used in variety of applications, such as removing noise from a signal, removing

signal distortion due to the transmission channel, separating two or more distinct signals that

were mixed in order to maximize communication channel utilization, demodulating signals

and converting discrete-time signals into continues-time signals.

A digital filter is a digital system that can be used to filter discrete-time signals. It can be

implemented by means of software or by means of dedicated hardware. In either cases, it can

be used to filter real-time signals or non real-time (recorded) signals.

5.2 Advantages of Digital Filters

The term "digital filtering" refers to the computational process or algorithm by which a digital

signal or sequence of numbers (acting as input) is transformed into a second sequence of

numbers termed as the output digital signal. Digital filters involve signals in digital domain

(discrete-time signal), whereas analog filters relate signals in the analog domain (continuous-

time signal).

Digital filters are used extensively in application, such as digital image processing, pattern

recognition, and spectrum analysis. A band-limited continuous-time signal can be converted

to a discrete-time signal by means of sampling. After processing, the discrete-time signal can

be converted back to continuous-time signal. Some of the advantages of using digital filters

over their analog counterparts are:

• High reliability

• High accuracy

• No effect of component drift and spurious environmental signals on the system

performance

• Component tolerance not critical

Small physical size
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Another important advantage of digital filters, when implemented with a programmable

processor such as the TMS320 family, is the ease of changing filter parameters to modify the

filter characteristics. This feature allows the design engineer to effectively and easily upgrade

or update the characteristics of the designed filter due to changes in the application

environment.

5.3 Digital Filter Specifications

The design of a digital filter comprises four general steps:

1. Approximation

2. Realization

3. Study of arithmetic errors

4. Implementation

The approximation step is the process of generating a transfer function satisfying a set of

desired specification. The realization step is the process of converting the transfer function into

a filter network. Approximation and realization assume an infinite precision device for

implementation. However, implementation is concerned with the actual hardware circuit or

software coding of filter using a programmable processor. Since practical devices are of finite

precision, it is necessary to study the effects of arithmetic errors on the filter response.

The requirements of a digital filter are normally specified in the frequency domain in terms of

the desired magnitude response and/or the desired phase (delay) response. In lowpass filter

case, the desired magnitude response is usually given by

1

°
for f E [0, fpJ
for fElis, 11: J

(5.1)

and the specification are given for realizable magnitude response jH(f)j as shown in Fig. 5-1.
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Fig. 5-1 Magnitude response specification for a lowpass filter

It is desired to preserve signal components in the region [0,hassJ, called the passband of the

filter, and to reject signal components in the region !!stop, re], called the stopband of the filter.

jpass and !stoP are called the passband edge and stopband edge frequencies, respectively. The

permissible errors in the passband and in the stopband are opass and 0stop, respectively. To make

it possible to approximate the desired function as dose as possible with the ideal one, the

specification includes a transition band of nonzero width, Sf, in which the filter response

changes from unity in the passband to zero in the stopband.

Usually, the amplitudes of the allowable ripples for the magnitude response are given

logarithmically (in decibels) in terms of the maximum passband variation and the minimum

stopband attenuation, which are given by

[dB] (S.2a)

and

(S.2b)
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Both the A"assand A.topquantities shown above are positive. Another commonly used passband

specification is the peak deviation from unity expressed logarithmically as

A = 20 log (0 )pass 10 pass [dB] (5.3a)

[dB] (5.3b)

both of which are negative quantities.

In some applications, it is necessary to preserve the shape of the input signal. This is achieve

if the the phase response of the filter is approximately linear in the passband region [0, (Upass];

i.e., arg H(d) approximates on [0, (UP"']of the linear curve

<t> ( co) = -"to W + r 1 (5.4)

where co is the angular frequency which is normalized by the sampling frequency.j', ofthe filter

and "to and "tt are constants that can freely be chosen.

Instead of the phase response, the criteria for phase are usually given in terms of the group

delay response

d .
"tg(w) = - - (arg H(eJW»

dw
(5.5)

or the phase delay response

(5.6)

These responses have simpler representation forms than the phase response and are often easier

to interpret. For a constant phase delay, "tt is forced to be zero in Eq. 3.4, whereas in the case

of a constant group delay, r 1 can take any value.
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5.4 Types of Digital Filters

Digital filers are classified into FIR (finite impulse response) filters and IIR (infinite impulse

response) filters.

An FIR filter has impulse response hen) that extends only over a finite time interval, say

o s n s M, and is identical to zero beyond that:

(5.7)

M is referred to as the filter order. The impulse response coefficients {h()rhI>h2, ... , hM>}are

also calledfilter coefficients, filter weights orfilter taps. The input/output equation is obtained

as a weighted sum of the present input sample x(n) and the past M samples x(n - 1), x(n - 2),

... ,x(n - M). i.e.,

yen) = hox(n) + hI x(n-1) + h2x(n-2) + .. + hMx(n-M) (5.Sa)

M

yen) = L hem) x(n-m)
moO

(5.8b)

An IIR filter, on the other hand, has an impulse response hen) of infinite duration, defined over

the interval 0 s n < 00. The input/output equation is given by

yen) = L hem) x(n-m)
moO

(5.9)

This I/O equation is not computationally feasible because it is not possible to deal with an

infinite number of terms. Thus, the filter coefficients are coupled to each other through

constant-coefficient linear difference equation allowing an efficient recursive computation of

the output. And hence, IIR filters are also called recursive filters.

More generally, the IIR filters which have impulse response hen) that satisfy constant-

coefficient linear difference equation of the general type

M L

hen) = L ai hen-i) + L bJ)(n-i) (5.10)
i=1 i=O
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can be reassembled into the same difference equation for yen) in terms ofx(n) as

M L

yen) = L aiy(n-i) + L b, x(n-i)
i=1 i=O

(5.11)

where M is the filter order and L is the length of the impulse response vector.

In many digital signal processing applications, FIR. filters are preferred over their IIR.

counterpart. The main advantages of FIR. filter designs over their IIR. equivalents are the

following:

1. FIR. filters with exactly linear phase characteristic can easily be designed.
2. There exist computationally efficient realizations for implementing FIR. filters.

These includes both recursive and nonrecursive realizations.
3. FIR. filters realized nonrecursively are inherently stable and free of limit cycle

oscillations when implemented on a finite-wordlength digital system.
4. Excellent design methods are available for various kinds of FIR. filters with

arbitrary specifications. The design of arbitrary magnitude IIR. filters is usually

time-consuming and the convergence to the optimum solution is not always

guaranteed.
5. The output noise due to multiplication roundoff errors in an FIR. filter is usually

very low and the sensitivity to variations in the filter coefficients is also low.

The main disadvantage of conventional FIR. filter designs is that they require, especially in

applications demanding narrow transition bands, considerably more arithmetic operations and

hardware components, such as multipliers, adders and delay elements than do comparable IIR.

filters. As the transition width of an FIR. filter is made narrow, the filter order, and

correspondingly the arithmetic complexity, increases inversely proportional to the width. This

makes implementation of narrow transition band FIR. filters very costly. The cost of

implementation of an FIR. filter can, however, be reduced by using multiplier-efficient

realizations, fast convolution algorithms and multirate filtering.
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Coming to this thesis work problem, for the received signal to be nearly identical to the

transmitted one, the filter's amplitude response should be constant and its phase response

should be linear with minimum delay distortion. This is true because a signal is made up of

different frequency components. An ideal transmitting system should delay each frequency

component equally, and if the frequency components are delayed by different amounts, the

reconstruction of the output signal from its Fourier component would produce a signal of

different shape as the input signal. Thus, delay distortion is an essential design consideration.

Such considerations are satisfied with the FIR type filters. Computational difficulty with high

order FIR filters is not a problem in this thesis work since it can efficiently be handled by the

TMS320C50 digital signal processor. Thus, the next chapter concentrates only on FIR type

digital filter design techniques.

5.5 Notch Filters [7]

By determining the pole/zero placement a special application filters such as notch filters,

smoothers and resonators can be designed. A notch filter can be constructed with notches at

an arbitrary (finite) set of frequencies according to the a polynomial N( z). The notch polynomial

N(z) is defined as a polynomial whose zeros are on the unit circle at the desired notch locations.

M

N(z) = n (1_eiWiz-1)

i=l

(5.11)

where M is the number of notches at the desired notch frequencies Wi, i = 1, 2, ..., M.

Notch filters are used to cancel periodic interferences such as the power frequency pick up and

its harmonics. They are also used to enhance signals in noise. In this thesis work, the notch

filters are used in enhancing the RTTY and AMTOR signals in noise.
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FIR Filter Design

A filter design problem is the problem of constructing the transfer function of a filter that meets

prescribed frequency response specifications. The input to any filter design method is the set

of desired specifications and the output is the finite impulse response coefficient vectors

h = [ho h ; ... , hN_,] in the case of FIR. filters, or the numerator and denominator coefficient

vectors b = [b(p b I> ... , bM], a = [J, a., ... ,aM] in the case ofIIR. filters. This chapter is devoted

to the windowing methods of FIR. filter design.

6.1 FIR Filter Design by Windowing [6, 7]

The straightforward approach to designing FIR. filters is to determine the infinite-duration

impulse response by expanding the frequency response of an ideal filter in a Fourier series then

to truncate and smooth this response using a window function.
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Fig. 6-1 Idea11owpass, highpass, bandpass and bandstop filters.

A desired frequency response, say D( UJ), being periodic in UJ with period 21r, need only be

specified over one complete Nyquist interval-zr S UJ S r: The corresponding impulse response,

say d(k), is related to D( UJ) by the DTFT (discrete time Fourier transform) and inverse DTFT

relationships:

D(w) = L d(k)e -jtak -
k=-~

1t

d(k) = J D(w)elWk dw
2rc

(6.1)
-1t

For lowpass filter shown in Fig. 6-1, for example, the quantity D( UJ) is defined over the Nyquist

interval by

D(w) = { 1,
0,

if
if

-We s W ~ We

-rc < co < -w
- e ' or co < co ~ rce

(6.2)

Thus d(k) is obtained as

sine wi)
d(k) = rck -00 < k < 00 (6.3)
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Similarly, an expression for d(k) can be obtained for the highpass, bandpass and bandstop filters

of Fig. 6-1 defined over _00 < k < 00

(highpass filter)
sin(wi)

d(k) = 6(k) - --
nk

(6.4)

(bandpass filter) d(k) =
sin(wi) - sin(wi)

nk
(6.5)

(bandstop filter) d(k)
sin(wbk) - sin(wak)

= 6(k) - ------
nk

(6.6)

In frequency domain, the symmetric types are characterized by a frequency response D( cu)

which is real and even in cu; the antisymmetric ones have D( cu) which is imaginary and odd in

cu. One of the main consequences of these frequency properties is the linear phase property of

the window design.

The window method of filter design consists of truncating and smoothing the ideal filter

frequency response obtained. The most frequently used window functions are: Rectangular,

Hann, Hamming, Blackman and Kaiser. In this chapter only the rectangular, Hamming and

Kaiser window functions are discussed and compared.

6.1.1 Rectangular Window

Consider the double side d(k) given in Eq.(6.1) for -M 5: k 5: M. The total number of

coefficients is, thus, N = 2M + 1. The resulting dimensional coefficient vector is the FIR impulse

response approximating the ideal response:

(6.7)
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The time origin k = 0 is at the middle do ofthis vector. To make the filter causal, the time origin

may be shifted to the left of the vector and re-index the entries accordingly:

(6.8)

where ho = d_A.t>hI = d_M+b ... , hM = do, ... , h2M = d,v. Thus, the vector d and h are the same,

with the understanding that d's origin is in its middle and h' s at its left. In other terms,

hen) = den - My, n = 0, 1, ... , N - 1 (6.9)

Once the impulse response coefficients are calculated, the filter may be implemented by its FIR

filtering equation given by Eq. (5.7b). The length-N impulse response hen) is rectangularly

windowed double-sided sequence defined by

hen) = wen) den - My , (6.10)

where wen) is the length-N rectangular window. In frequency domain, the FIR approximation

to D( w) is equivalent to truncating the DTFT Fourier series expansion to the finite sum:

M

D(w) = L d(k)e -jwk
k= -M

(6.11)

and frequency response:

M
H(w) = e -jWMD(w) = e -jwM L d(k)e -jtok

k+-M
(6.12)

As N increases D( co) ~ D( w). This is true for any co which is a point of continuity of D( w),

but it fails at points of discontinuity, such as at the transition edges from passband to stopband.

Around this edge the Gibbs phenomenon of Fourier series is encountered, which causes the

approximation to be bad regardless of how large N is. In other words, the largest ripples tend
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to cluster near the passband-to-stopband discontinuity and do not get smaller with N. Instead,

their size remains approximately constant, about 8.9%, independent ofN.

6.1.2 Hamming Window

To eliminate the 8.9% passband and stopband ripples, the rectangular window wen) may be

replaced by a non-rectangular one, which tapers off gradually at its endpoints, thus reducing

the ripple effect. This non-rectangular window is defined as

(2nn)wen) = 0.54 - 0.46cos --
N-l ' n=O,l, ... ,N-l (6.13)

and is called Hamming window. The Hamming windowed impulse response for a length-N

lowpass filter will be

[ (
?nn)] sineween - M))

hen) = w(n)d(n - M) = 0.54 - 0.46cos -- - .
N-l n(n - M)

(6.14)

The passband/stopband ripples of the rectangular window design are virtually eliminated from

the Hamming window design. Actually, there are small ripples with maximum overshoot of

about 0.2%. The price of eliminating the ripples is loss of resolution, which is reflected into a

wider transition width.
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6.1.3 Kaiser Window

The rectangular and Hamming window designs are simple but do not provide a good control

over the filter design specifications. With these windows, the amount of overshoot is always

fixed to 8.9% and 0.2% and cannot be changed to a smaller value ifso desired.

A flexible set of specifications is shown in Fig. 5-1 in which it is possible to arbitrarily specify

the amount of passband and stopband overshoot opass, OSIOP as well as the transition width Llf

The passband/stopband frequencies {/Pass>htop} are related to the ideal cutoff frequency !c and

transition bandwidth Llfby

D..f = istop - fpass (6.15)

Thus,!c is chosen to lie exactly in the middle between /pass, andhlop- Eq. (6.15) can be inverted

to give

1j =J. +-D..+
stop c 2 v (6.16)

The normalized version of the frequencies are digital frequencies:

W =c
2rrfc, D..w = 2rrD..j

s is
(6.17)

In practice, the passband and stopband overshoots are usually expressed in dB as in Eq. (5.2a)

and Eq.(5.2b). From these equations, an expression for the overshoots opass and OSIOP can be

obtained as

6 =pass

Apass _ I

10 20

A---1!.!!!!.. 1- 1

10 20

_ As,op

6 = 10 20
stop (6.18)
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Thus one can back and forth between the specification sets:

(6.19)

Although opass and 0s/oP can be specified independently of each other, it is a property of all

window designs that the final designed filter will have equal passband and stopband ripples.

Therefore, the ripple is chosen on the basis of the two ripples, i.e.,

(6.20)

The value of 0 can also be expressed in dB as

o = lO-AI2O (6.21)

The main limitation of windows is that they have a fixed value of 0, which depends on the

particular window shape. Such windows limit the achievable passband and stopband

attenuations {~as., A.10P}to only certain values. The only windows that do not suffer from the

above limitation are the Kaiser window, the Dolph-Chebyshev window and the Saramaki

windows. These windows have adjustable shape parameter that allows the window to achieve

any desired value of ripple 0 or attenuation A.

The Kaiser window is unique in that it has near-optimum performance (in the sense of

minimizing the sidelobe energy of the window), as well has having simpler implementation. It

depends on two parameters: the length N and the shape parameter ct. Assuming odd length

N = 2M + 1, the window is defined, for n = 0, 1, ... , N - 1, as follows:

(Kaiser window) (6.22)

where 10 (x) is the modified Bessel function of the first kind and oth order, given by
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= t [(Xl2t]2
k=i) k!

for o ~ x ~ ex (6.23)

Like all window functions, the Kaiser window is symmetric about its middle, n = M, and has

the value w(M) there. At the endpoints, n = 0 and n = N - 1, it has the value 11Ii a) because

10(0) = 1. Fig. 6-2 shows a Kaiser window oflength N = 51 and shape parameter a = 7. The

figure also shows a Hamming window of the same length N = 51.

Kaiser Window. N=51, rJ.=7

0.8
<- Hamming

0.6

c
Kaiser~ -

o 4

0.2

0
0 10 20 30 40 50

Tim e Sam pie s n

Fig. 6-2 Kaiser and Hamming Windows for N= 51 and C(= 7

The window parameters {N, a} are computable in terms ofthe filter specifications, ripple <5 and

transition width Sf. The shape parameter ex is calculated from:

0.1102(A - 8.7) ,

0.5842(A -21f4 + 0.07886 (A - 21) ,

if A ~ 50

if 21 < A < 50 (6.24)

if A ~ 210,

where A is the ripple in dB, given by Eq.(5.2a) and (5.2b). The filter length N is inversely

related to the transition bandwidth:
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Dfs
/1f= --

N - 1

where the factor D is computed in terms of A by

{

A - 7.95
D = 14.36'

0.922 ,

(6.25)

if A > 21
(6.26)

if A ~ 21

Thus, for a lowpass filter, the windowed impulse response will be

sin(wc(n - M))
hen) = w(n)d(n - M) = wen).

n(n - M)
(6.27)

for n = 0, 1, ... , N - 1. The design can be modified to design highpass and bandpass filters.

Fig. 6-3 shows the corresponding Kaiser, Hamming and Rectangular window lowpass filter

design for with the same order N = 103 and a specification oif, = 20 kHz, ./pass = 4 kHz,

!stop = 5 kHz, Apass = 0.1 dB and As/op = 80 dB.
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Fig. 6-3 Kaiser, Hamming and rectangular window designs

As can be seen the Kaiser window gives the best design result for the given specifications.

Therefore, the Kaiser window design method is chosen in this thesis work, for the design and

realization of the filter unit.
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Chapter 7

Implementation and Result

This chapter describes the design and implementation procedures followed for the audio-

frequency filter unit. It also compares the expected output with that of the actual and gives the

relevant explanations.

7.1 Determination of Filter Coefficients [5, 6, 7]

As tried to note in the introductory chapter, the design of the filter unit is confined to radio

signals CW, RTIY, and AMTOR due to limited access of radio data communication system.

These signals are decoded by the HamComm in a manner that the tone frequency should

closely match the currently selected center frequency in the case of CW signals and between

the marker and space tone frequencies in the case of RTIY and AMTOR signals. Thus, the

designed filter got the name "audio-frequency filter" unit due to this center frequency

selection in the audio range between 300 Hz and 3000 Hz.

Once the center frequency is selected between the specified audio range, all frequency

components other than the tone frequency of CW signal or the marker and space tone

frequencies of RTIY and AMTOR, which are 170 Hz apart, should be filtered out. Otherwise,

the HamComm will consider the other frequencies as part of the useful signal and begin to

decode by counting the zero crossings. The end result of this decoding is a data full of

characters with no meaning. Therefore, the audio-frequency filter unit should have a sharp

transition frequency and narrow bandwidth characteristics with noise suppression level of

greater than 60 dB in the stopband region to reject the unwanted frequency components. An
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even better result can be obtained for the RTTY and AMTOR signals if the unwanted

frequencies between the mark and space are rejected by designing a notch filter.

The Kaiser window design technique is chosen, as indicated in the previous chapter, to

generate the filter coefficients for the required filter specification. In general, the following

design procedures can be followed to design a bandpass filter with Vc J Apass J Astop J ,,1f}

specified.

1. CalculatefpassJlstopand UJc using Eqns. (6.16) and (6.17).

2. Calculate opass and 0stop from Eqn.(6.18).

3. Calculate 0 = min (opass J Ostop)and A = -20 logo in dB.

4. Calculate the shape factor a and Dusing Eqns. (6.24) and (6.26).

5. Determine the order of the filter N from Eqn. (6.25) and round it up to the next odd

integer, N = 2M + 1 and set M = (N - 1)/2.

6. Calculate the window function w(n), for n = 0, 1, ... , N - 1 from Eqns. (6.22) and

(6.23).

7. Finally determine the windowed impulse response of a bandpass filter for

n =0,1, ... ,N-1 as:

() () ( ) ()
sin(wb(n-M»-sin(wa(n-M»

h n = W n.d n-M = W n .--~--------':::""---
Jt (n - M)

(7.1a)

and

(7.1b)

since w f..M) = 1.
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For a notch filter:

h(n) = w(n).d(n-m) (7.2a)

Where

( ) sin(wZ (n-M))-sin(wZ (n-M))
d n-M = +

xin=M)

sin(wz (n-M))-sin(wZ (n-M))

xln=M)

(7.2b)

and

() ()
(002 -00,) + (004 -(03)h M = w n .-"------'----'----"-

Jt
(002 -00,) + (004 -(03)

=
Jt

(7.3)

Bandpass and notch filters of different order are designed and tested to evaluate the

performance of the shortwave radio data communication. This section illustrates filter

coefficient determination of bandpass and notch filters by taking a set of specifications.

a. Bandpass Filter type

A IH(t}1

-< ...Bandwidth BW = 275 Hz .. ;;.:

1

Y2 ..

o Isa !. t;

Fig. 7-1 Designed filter specification
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1 kHz is chosen as the center frequency of the filter with a sampling frequency of 10 kHz and

a bandwidth (BW) of 275 Hz. The transition width !1fis set to 50 Hz and cutoff frequencies

are at

BW/ =J. - - = 862.5Hz
a center 2

BW
I' = I' + - = 1137.5Hz

j b j center 2

(7.4)

From Eqn.(6.16), the passband frequenciesjj, andJ;,bare found to be 887.5 Hz and 1112.5 Hz,

respectively. Similarly, the stopband frequencies L, and Isb are 837.5 Hz and 1162.5 Hz,

respecti vely.

Assuming an attenuation level of 60dB in the stopband and O.ldB in the passband regions, the

corresponding ripple factors opass and OstoP will have a value of 0.00576 and 0.001,

respectively, using Eqn.(6.18). According to Eqn.(6.21), the ripple factor 0 attains the

minimum of opass and Ostop'

The Kaiser window parameters {«, N} are computable in terms of the ripple 0 and transition

width !1ffrom Eqn.(6.24) and (6.25), and are found to be 5.65326 and 727. It is expected that

for such roll-off (small transition width), the FIR filter have high filter order than the

corresponding IIR filter.

The filter coefficients are then determined from Eqn.(7.1) by first generating the Kaiser

window function from Eqn.(6.22).
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b. Notch Filter

IH(f)1

1

o UJ~. 1 kHz • UJ.
J:f!l~t~l f~2

170Hz

Fig. 7-3 Notch filter magnitude response

This notch filter will have identical order and the Kaiser window function w(n) for the same

set of specification as in (a) above. The center frequencies!centerland!center2of the notch (the

mark and space frequencies) are 170Hz apart, as in the RTTY and AMTOR signals. The four

cutoff frequencies, (;.)1> (;.)20 (;.)3 and (;.)4 are obtained from Eqn.(6.16). Eventually, Eqn.(7.2) is

used to generate the filter coefficients.

7.2 Filter Realization

It is briefly mentioned in the 4thsection of chapter 5 that the input/output equation of an FIR

filter is given by

N-[

yen) = hox(n) + h[x(n - 1) + ... + hnx(n - (N -1)) =L h(k)x(n - k) (7.5)
k=O

with h = [ho, hI> ... , hM] being the impulse responses of the filter. In Z transform the above

expression can be written as

H(z) = Y(z)
X(z)

N-[

= L h(k)z-k
k=O

(7.6)
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The two Eqns.(7.5) and (7.6) may also be represented by a network structure shown in Fig.

7-3.

x(n) z' Zl Zlth(O) h(l)

l ~th~:h(2) ThCN-2). ~ • yen)

Fig. 7-3 Direct form FIR filter realization

The representation of a desired transfer function into filter network structure is called

realization. The network shown in Fig. 7-3 is called direct form realization since the filter

coefficients can be identified directly from the difference equation shown in Eqn.(7.5). The

branches labeled z' corresponds to the delays in Eqn. (7.5) or the multiplier z' in Eqn.(7.6).

This form of realization can be implemented in an efficient manner on the TMS320C50 digital

signal processor.

7.3 Implementation on TMS320CSO DSP [4, 8, 9]]

The DSP starter kit (DSK) helps to experiment and use the DSP for real time signal

processing. It has an assembler and debugger to develop, test and refine DSK assembly

language programs.

The DSK assembler is software interface incorporating the most significant features of an

assembler. It differs from other assemblers in that it does not go through a linker phase to

create an output file. Instead, the DSK uses special directives to assemble a code at an absolute

address during the assembly phase. The debugger is a window-oriented interface capable of

loading and executing a code with single-step, breakpoint and run-time halt capabilities.
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The realization shown in the preceding section is implemented on the TMS320CSO using this

assembly language program. The source program consists of source statements that can

contain assembler directives, assembly language instructions and comments. The following

diagram shows the DSK software development flow.

Fig. 7-4 DSK software development flow

In many DSP applications, real time processing of signals is very critical. Important choice

must be made in selecting the DSP device capable of real time filtering within the maximum

allowable time interval for real time operation. In order to perform the required signal

processing task in that interval, it is essential to reduce execution time. This can be

accomplished by a single cycle multiply/accumulate instructions. The TMS320CSO is a

processor with such capability. Its single-cycle multiply/accumulate with data move

instruction and larger on-chip RAM make it possible to implement each filter tap in

approximately SOns.
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The TMS320C50 provides a total of 1056 word 16-bit word of on-chip dual access RAM

(DARAM) configured in three blocks: block 0 (BO) is 512 words at address 0100h - 02FFh

in local data memory, or OFEOOh- OFFFFh in program space; block 1 (B1) is 512 words at

address 0300h - 04FFh in local data memory; and block 2 (B2) is 32 words at address 060h

in local data memory, as shown in Fig. 3-3. BOcan be programmed as either data or program

memory while B1 and B2 are always data memory. The instruction MACD (multiply and

accumulate with data move) works only on-chip RAM with BO configured as program

memory. This makes MACD to have high performance since no wait state is required for

slower external memories. This in turn helps to speed up the filter execution time and thus the

instruction is useful for applications such as convolution.

The input/output expression given in Eqn. (7.5) is implemented on the processor as

RPT
MACD

Nminusl
ipma), (dma)

wherepma is program memory address and dma is data memory address. The RPT Nminusl

instruction loads an immediate 8-bit value N - 1 into the repeat counter. This causes the next

instruction to be executed N times (N is the order of the filter). The instruction MACD ipma),

idma) performs the following functions:

1. Loads the program counter with pma,
2. Multiplies the value in data memory location dma (on-chip, Bl) by the value in the

program memory locationpma (on-chip, BO).
3. Adds the previous product to the accumulator.
4. Copies the data memory value (B1) to the next higher on-chip RAM location. The data

move is the mechanism by which the z' delay can be implemented, and
5. Increments the program counter with each multiply/accumulate to point to the next

sample of the unit-sample response.

The diagram in Fig. 7-5 shows a data storage scheme that provides the correct sequence of

inputs for the next pass through the filter.
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BlockBO
Low Address

Block Bl
Low Address

heN - 1) x(n)
x(n-l)

h(1)

h(O) ~I x(n-(N-l»
High Address

Input-Sample Storage

For Lenght-N FIR Filter

High Address

Unit-Sample Response
Storage For

Lenght-N FIR Filter

Fig. 7-5 Data Storage Scheme

The assembly source program shown in the Appendix C part uses this basic storage scheme

for convolving the unit sample response of the length-N FIR filter with the input sample.

The first part of the assembly source program declares the memory-mapped registers and data

block addresses as

.MMREGS

.ds OFOOh

This section is also used to declare constants used in the program. The main part of the

program comes after initializing of the TMS320C50 port and TLC320C40 (analog interface

circuit that performs serial AID and D/A conversions).

The DSK debugger is used to load this assembly source program on the DSP and execute the

code. A spectrum analyzer is used to estimate the frequency response of the filter while

running the program code.
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7.4 Result

Different types of audio frequency filters are designed and tested by varying the sampling

frequency Is, transition width Sf, and attenuation level while keeping the center frequency at

1 kHz and a bandwidth of 275 Hz. The first part of this section shows the theoretically

expected frequency responses of the designed filters. Matlab functions are used to plot these

expected outputs. The actual frequency responses of the filters are then estimated from the

spectrum analyzer by driving the filter with a sinusoidal sweep signal. The figures shown in

part II are photographs of these estimates taken from the screen of the spectrum analyzer. The

last part of this section depicts the performance of the amateur radio data communication

system with and without the audio-filter unit for CW, RTTY and AMTOR signals.

Part I Expected Frequency Response

I I

I I

I I

I I------------1---------- : ~--------~-------------

:::_::::-:::]::::::::: :::[:::\:_:::::-j--:::::::::::
I I I

I I I

------------i--------!----~--- --------i-------------
____________ ..J 1 1 _

I I I

I I I

I I I

: f: :
- - - - - T - - - - - - - -, - - - - - - - - - - - - -

I

I

I

I

Fig. 7-6 Bandpass filter of order N = 685 with 80dB attenuation level, sampling frequency

of 6.8 kHz, and AI of 50 Hz.
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Fig. 7-7 Bandpass filter of order N == 727 with 60dB attenuation level. sampling

frequency of 10kHz. and tJ.f of 50 Hz.
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Fig. 7-8 Bandpass filter of order N == 495 with 60dB attenuation level. sampling frequency of 6.8 kHz.

and Nof 50 Hz.
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Fig. 7-9 Notch filter of order N = 685 with 80dB attenuation level, sampling frequency of 6.8kHz,

and Nof 50 Hz.
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Fig. 7-10 Notch filter of order N = 855 with 80dB attenuation level, sampling frequency of

6.8kHz, bandwidth of 250 Hz and Nof 40 Hz.
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Fig. 7-11 Notch filter of order N = 685 with 80dB attenuation level. sampling frequency of

6.8kHz. ~fof 50 Hz and bandwidth of 250 Hz.
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Part II Estimated Frequency Response

Fig. 7-12 Bandpass filter of order N x: 685 with -80dB attenuation level, sampling frequency of 6.8 kllz,

and Nof 50 Hz.

Fig. 7-13 Bandpass filter of order N = 495 with -60dB attenuation level, sampling frequency
of 6.8 kHz. and Nof 50 Hz.
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Fig. 7-14 Notch filter of order N = 685 with 80dB attenuation level, sampling frequency of

6.8kHz, and 6.fof 50 Hz.

Fig. 7-15 Notch filter of order N = 685 with 80dB attenuation level, sampling frequency of
6.8kHz, and t:.f of 50 Hz.
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Fig. 7-16 Notch filter of order N = 685 with 80dB attenuation level, sampling frequency of

6.8kHz, Nof 50 Hz and bandwidth of 250 Hz.

Fig. 7-17 Notch filter of order N = 855 with 80dB attenuation level, sampling frequency of

6.8kHz, bandwidth of 250 Hz and Nof 40 Hz.
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Part III CW, RTTY and AMTOR Signals with and without Filter

Fig. 7-18

~81a9 29 9. 22"

RTfY signal with the mark and space frequencies shifted from the selected center

frequency.

99 H~_

Fig. 7-19

29 0, 22"

AMTOR signal corrupted with noise
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9, 22 lit

Fig. 7-20 CW signal corrupted with noise

~.... H=f. 6Q •• lIQ •• .1999 .12tJiQ ~4Q0 1.61<1•• .1899 2 •• 1<1••• 22t1IiJ 2~~"~::'~~!",

Fig. 7-21 CW signal after the bandpass filter designed
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...w.._~.... H=f. 69" ~4ia10 1.6 to•• 1.IJto•• 2 ••to••• 22to •• 2~a."...--~-=,!!~,

Fig. 7-22 RTTY/AMfOR signal after the bandpass filter designed

IrlJ.lJ
~.... H,!, 6"" !'''•• .1999 1.2 to•• 1.4 •• 1.61;0•• 1.89 •• 2 ••••••• 229 •• 2~~,,!~~'i.!!~,

Fig. 7-23 RTTY/AMfOR signal after the bandpass filter designed
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~""H7. 6"" !!"" 1.9ia9 12:Q9 1.4~9 1.6t19 1~Q" 2"Q". 22Q" 2~a.".•.•.••~'\.~~,

Fig. 7·24 RTIY/AMTOR signal after the notch filter designed

F M S K P T Q I HRX H BAUDOT t-I---------t.lii~Ur.tlllt:i1I't_____j1 Fri Dec 11 1998 19: 02: 24- UTC•
YOUR RST IS : 599 ..•599 .•.599MY HAME IS: GEHE ...GEHE ...GEHEQTH HERE IS MOl:DOK ...MOlDOK ..= ..+4=3J5# LOC. IS : LH23HR •..LH23HRSO •••HOW DID YOU COPY ME SIR ???BACK TO YOU ••.UA3MLMHFE UA6JBQ PLEASE KH ... ,ALWfuua6JBQ UA6J8Q DEua3MLM UA3MLMHELLT, -* GENE MANY THAHKS FOR THEcal1 urRST IF:599 59. 599 5954MX HAME IS SERGE=SEgemy qth is pdreslaul=PERESLAUL
SITUATED 140 KM TO HORTH FRXM THE MOSCOWLOCATMR: KT. KSH~IICOPY ?
UA6*?1 UA6JBQ DE UA3MLM UAHMLM PSE KOSTLF=.KKHQHU//(U/(=.UWJXKUMGUUUMUUGXBMUQM@9/0QQXMXUX.?XHUKOCU

Baud :045 HFc:1000 HF :01086- H TIC:OOOOOH HORMAL H QSO :000 H ELPW< l=Help> <F10=Menu>·<ALT+ ..=Command> <ALT+X=ElCit> HamComm 3.0 by Dl5YEC

Fig. 7·25 Received text
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7.5 Performance Considerations [4, 6]

An important factor of performance consideration of a system is its stability. Since the unit-

sample response of the designed filter unit is offinite length, it is inherently stable, i.e., bounded

input always produces bounded output. This is generally true for all FIR filters while the

stability ofIIR filters is dependent on the lactation of the poles of the filter.

The other performance consideration is on the precision of the digital signal processor. The

filter unit is implemented on the assumption that the processor is of infinite precision. However,

there is no processor with such precision and hence the filter coefficients are subjected to an

approximation. This approximation introduces coefficient quantization error. The net result due

to such imprecise coefficient representation is a deviation of the resulting frequency response

from the designed one.

In the implementation of this audio-frequency filter unit on the TMS320C50, there is also

quantization error due to finite wordlength effect in the hardware. The input signals are

subjected to AID quantization noise while the output signals are subjected to D/A quantization

noise. This noise will introduce an error in representing the instantaneous values of the

incoming signal.

In fixed-point arithmetic, multiplication of data samples with filter coefficients produce results

that are longer than the available accuracy permits. For example, the product of two 16-bit

numbers is 32-bit. If no rounding or truncation of intermediate results is performed, the

required accuracy increases with time. Thus, it is necessary to quantize the results of

multiplications to the available accuracy, causing errors that can be seen at the outputs of the

filter as small fluctuation of the signal around the ideal response, which would otherwise be

obtained with unrestricted arithmetic accuracy.

For the above mentioned reasons, the actual filter response slightly deviates from the ideal

one, as can be seen from part I and II of section 7-4. The following table summarizes this

discrepancy.
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Table 7-1 Summary of Filter Response

Filter Type Specification Obtained Value Theoretical Value

Filter 1

Bandpass Attenuation Level

Bandwidth

Passband Frequency

Stopband Frequency

Filter 2

Bandpass Attenuation Level

Bandwidth

Notch

Filter 1

Passband Frequency (Hz) 875,957, 1050, 1120 887.5, 992.5, 1057.5, 1112.5
.... _----.--_._--_ .._------_ -.- _- -- _---_ .

Stopband Frequencv (Hz) 835 1002. 1114. 1169 837.5.942.5, 1007.5. 1162.5

Passband Frequency (Hz)

Stopband Frequency (Hz)

Attenuation Level

Bandwidth

72dB

267

890, 1127

843, 1170

54dB

265

887, 1115

838, 1166

72dB

266,96 each

80dB

275

887.5, 1112.5

837.5, 1162.5

60dB

275

887.5, 1112.5

837.5, 1162.5

80dB

275, 105 each

Filter 2

Notch Attenuation Level 74.5dB 80dB

250,80 eachBandwidth

Passband Frequency (Hz) 890,940, 1062, 1114 895,935, 1065, 1105

242,72 each

Stopband Frequency (Hz) 847 980. 1024, 1150 855,975 1025. 1145

7-6 ConclusionlRecommendation

As shown in part three of the result section, CW, RTTY and AMTOR signals contain unwanted

frequency components other than the two tone frequencies. These frequency components

appear at the decoder due to inadequate bandpass filtering in the transceiver and/or there is no

other unit that can reject them after the receiver. The HamComm considers each frequency

component as part of the useful signal and begins counting the zero crossings to generate

interrupts for calculating the corresponding tone frequency. As a result, the received signal is

interpreted as characters which do not convey any message. An example of such decoding is

shown in Fig. 7-25.
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A remarkable difference is observed when the audio-filter unit is inserted in the communication

system. The audio-filter totally rejects all frequency components outside the mark and space.

The performance of the filter can be evaluated in two cases.

Case 1 CW Signals

In CW transmission, a single tone frequency is needed anywhere between the mark and space

frequencies to correctly receive the transmitted data. Thus, the bandwidth of bandpass filter

should slightly be larger than 170 Hz, distance between mark and space. In this bandwidth, it

is possible that the useful frequency be mixed with other components, as shown in Fig.7-21.

Although the filter totally rejects all frequencies outside the mark and space, it is not narrow

enough to pick that single tone frequency. Therefore, the filter cannot be a reliable solution to

obtain a message which is nearly identical to the transmitted data.

Case II RTTY/AMTOR Signals

For RTTY and AMTOR signals, the information is carried in the two tone frequencies, mark

and space. The need for the filter is not only to reject the noise component outside the mark

and space but also to pick the two tone frequencies. When the bandpass filter is inserted in the.

system, all frequency components outside the mark and space are removed and remain only

with the tone frequencies and some other frequency components between them. The result of

decoding is, of course, improved but still have some problem because of the noise components

exit between the mark and space. There comes the need for the notch filter which can

selectively pass the two frequencies. As shown in Fig 7-24, this filter effectively takes out the

useful component. Indeed, it shows a great improvement in the system performance.

Since the CW and RTTY modes are not accompanied by any error correction mechanism,

having a filter unit may not guarantee receiving an exact replica of the transmitted information.

Even in an AMTOR mode, which has FEC and ARQ type error correction mechanism, a 100%

system performance should not be expected. The filter will only remove the unwanted
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frequency component. There must be a reliable error detection and correction mechanism for

best system performance.

During communication, the center frequency of the transmitted signal can only be guessed. It

is possible to receive a signal with shifted center frequency as shown in Fig.7-18. Passing such

signals through the audio-filter unit, which already has fixed center frequency, will end up in

receiving nothing. If the filter has a variable center frequency, such problems may be reduced,

if not totally removed.

While testing the filter unit in the communication system, only one type of filter is used at a

time. It was not possible to switch between the different filter types since the processor needs

to be reloaded every time the code is changed. Thus, the unit should be designed in such a way

that it is possible to switch between different types of filters while changing the mode of

communication. Also, the filter should be able to run whenever the switch is turned on by

loading the source code on an EPROM.

The performance of the communication system can also be evaluated in terms of speed. The

speed of receiving a CW signal is 45 WPM and it is not more than 100 bauds for RTTY and

Al\1TOR. In today' s technology, where the speed of communication is in terms of Gbps, using

CW, RTTY or AMTOR type communication mode with such speed will remain as "curiosity"

on the air unless something is done to improve the speed.
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A.I The TMS320CSX Internal hardware Summary

Unit Symbol: Function
·Acc·un'uiaior················· ·ACC·(32i··················Y·A-3i:bii·accui-ri·ui~itor·access·itiie·in·iWo·fiaiv·es:·A"cX5H·(accumlilatc)rhig·tii··

ACCH(16) ~ and ACCL (accumulator low). Used to store the output of the ALU. See
ACCL(16) : subsection 3.5.2 for more information .

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• -f •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Accumulator Buffer ACCB (32) : A register used to temporarily store the 32·bit contents of the accumulator.
: This register has a direct path back to the ALU and therefore can be
~ arithmetically or logically acted upon with the ACC. See subsection 3.5.2
: for more information.

·Ai-iti,riieiic·loiiic·Uni······-:·ALU························Y·A32·:·bii·2s:coi-ri·pie·riieni·ar(thi-ri·eiic·iOgic·unii·iiaving·two"32:6iin·pui·ports··
~ and one 32·bit output port feeding the accumulator. See subsection 3.5.2
: for more information.

·Aujdii·ary·Regisier·········· ·ARA·(j·····················Y··An·uns·ign·ed-1·fti(tar(itii-ri·eiic·unii·used·to·c·aiC"tjiaie·(ridirect·adciresses·····
Arithmetic unit ~ using the auxiliary, index, and compare registers as inputs. See subsectio

: 3.4.3 for more information.
·Aujdii·ary·Regisier·········· ·ARC·R(1·Eii·····.... ···.···r·A·regEiter·usecj·as·a·ii·riiii·to·coi-ri·pare·inciireci·acidres·s·agai·risi:·See····· .....
Compare : subsection 3.4.3 for more information .

.Aux·ii(ary·Regisier·Fiie···· ·AUX"FlE·GS···············Y·A·regis·ter·iile·coniain·ing··eig·tii·1·6:tiii·auxiiiary·r·eg(ste·rs· (ARO:AR7i·used· fa
~ indirect data address pointers, temporary storage, or integer arithmetic
: processing through the ARAU. See subsection 3.4.3 for more information.

·Aux·ii(ary·Regisier·········· ·AR·El(3i····················r·A3:6-it·re·gis·ter·i.isecias·a·pointei-·to·itie·curre·riiiy·se·lecie(j··auxiiiary·regi·ster.
Pointer : These bits are stored in STD. See subsection 3.4.3 for more information.

··sicick·riiove·addre·ss······ ·SMAR(1-6i················r·A1·i:i:tiii·register·itiai·tioids·,iiri·address·vaiue·i6r·use·wiiti·tiiock·ni6·ves·or···
register : multiply/accumulates. See subsection 3.4.2 for more information .................................... ································f····················· ----------------.Block repeat Active Flag BRAF (1) : A t-bit flag indicating that a block repeat in currently active. This bit is

: normally set when the RPTB instruction is executed and cleared when the
~ BRCT register decrements below zero. This bit resides in the PMST
: register. See subsection 3.6.5 for more details.

-Sioci(-Re-peatCoun-ter---- -SRC-R(1-Eii--·-------------r-A1-6-:tiii-riiei-riory:riiai)pe(j--ciiunier-r·egiste·r·used-i6-iiriiii-itie-nui-ri-tier-o-iiii-ries
Register : the block is to be repeated, see subsection 3.6.5 for more details.

-Carry------·····-····---------- ·C-·--·-·--·----··------··----T-i'fiis-sigriai"in(j-icates--thai-a-daia-access·is-ma·ppe·d·to-gio-tiai-riieriiory-si)ac
: as defined by the GREG register. See section 6.4 for more details.

·Coniigure-RA·M· .. ··-······· -6iF'--····-·-·······--·····Y·i'his·b·it·(rid(caies·wiieiiie'r o n:cii ip' dliai:access"RA"M-blocks-are'i-riapped'to
~ program or data space. The CNF bit resides in ST1. See subsection 3.6.3
: for more information.·Oata·Eius··· - --. -.. --.. .DATA·········· .. -.. --.. --. t" A1·6·:tiii·tius·used -i6-i-olite-(j'aia:" -- --- - - .

................................... -- -} - - .
Data Memory DATA MEMORY : This block refers to data memory used with the core and defined in specifi

~ device descriptions. It refers to both on-and-off-chip memory blocks in dat
~ memory space .

.Data-Memory' Address"" ·DA""rA-Ao-ciRESS-·----r-A1·6·:tiit·tius·iiiatcarries·iiie·ad(j·ress·for-data·mi;riiory-access:·······--··--···-
B~ :

.Data·Memory·Address···· -Dai-ri-(ii-··-··------··--···-r·A7:6·it·reglster·c·oniain(rig·itie-i·riii-ri·edfaie·reiiiiive-addi-ess·wiili·in·a·1·2S:· ... -
Immediate Register : word data page. See subsection 3.4.2 for more information .... _-_.__ _ - --.. _.- _.. -_.. -._.. -_ __.+ .. __ _._ _ _._- -.--_ _ .
Data Memory Page DP(9) : A9-bit register containing the address of the current page. Data pages are
Pointer : 128 words each, resulting in 512 pages of addressable data memory

~ space (some locations are reserved). See subsection 3.4.2 for more
: information.

-Oyn·amfc·Sfi-F'ointer··-·--· ·i'REG'2'(4i·············-··r·A4:6·it·regis-ter·iliat·fioi(j··a·dynamic·pciinie·rior·ilie·SiiTinsirucii()ri:·See·····
: section 4.3 for more information.

·Dyn·amfc-Siiift·COLJrit······ -i'REG·j-(Si···-··········-·r-AS:6·ii·re·gls·ter·iliat·fioi(j·s·a·dyn-amic-p·rescaiing-shi"ti"coun·iior·data-ini)uis"te
: the ALU. See section 4.3 for more information.

-Exie·rnaIFiag·····---········ ·XF(1'j·------····---··· .. ···t'i'iiis·ilit·(j-rive·s·ilie·ieve·l·oi·ttie·exiei-nal·iiag·pin·arid·re·sfdes-·in·Si'j'.'See .....
: subsection 3.6.3 for more information.

·G·lo6-ai-Mei-ri-6ry"--···-·-·-- -G·FiEG(Si .. ··········---·-r-An-fl:bii-riiemory·:riiapped·regisie-r·for·speciiYin-g·ihe·size-of"ili-e·globa-I··---··
Allocation Register : memory space. See section 6.4 for more details.

·inierrupt·Fiag-Reg·isie·,.-··· ·iFR(1-6y···-·-·············Y·A·1"6·-hii·fiag·reg-isie·r-us·ed·i6·ia·tcti·tiie·aciive·:low·friierru·pis-:Tiie·-IFR-is-a-'-
j memory -mapped register. See section 3.8 for more information.
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Interrupt Pointer IPTR(5) : Five bits pointing to the 2k page where the interrupt vectors currently
~ reside in the system. These bits reside in the PMST register. See section
: 3.8 for more information.

"i~'i~~~~p'iM~~k"Fi~gi~t~~'T'i;';;Rii6i""""""'"····T·A1·E;:bit·~~~o;y:~~p·p~;i·r·~gi~i~·~·~~·~d·i(;~~·~k'i~t~'r~pt"'S~~'~~~iio'~'i8"
: : for more information .

.M(crop·rocessori············ -;.rvip iMC····················~.Tfiis 'bii' relsic{es'in'the' P,liST' reg'ister' arid' indicaiEis'whe'iher 'ihe 'c;ri:chip····
Microcomputer Mode ~ ~ ROM is mapped into program address space. See subsection 3.6.3 for

: : more information.
·O·ver·flow·Fiag··············:·0'Ii(1i······················1·Tfiis·b·ii·re·sic{es··in·SSSTClan·d·in·dicates·an·oiiertiow·in·a ..ri·arithmeiic·········

: : operation in the ALU. See subsection 3.6.3 for more information.
·paraliel·Lo·gic··(jriit··········:·PLU·························:·A1·i:i:tiit·logic·liriit·that·execljtes·log·ic'operations'from'eiifier'hng'(mm'edi'atE

: : operands or the contents of the DBMR directly upon data locations with ou
~ interfering with the contents of the CALU registers. See section 3.7 for
: more information.

·Prefetci·i·Coun·ter··········-;·PFC·(1·[i:oi···············~·A1·i,.:tiit·coljnter·use·d·io·prefetci,.-program-·instruction·.-Tfie·PFC·co·riiaiiis·---
: ~ the address of the instruction currently being prefeched. It is updated wher

~ a new prefetch is initiated. The PFC can also address program memory
: when the blocks move (BLPD). Multiply-accumulate (MAG/MACD),and
~ table read/writ (TALR/TBLW) instructions are used and can address data

: : memory when the block move (BLDD) instruction is used.
-Prescaler·Colirit-regis-ter-r-CO'UNT(4)···-··········-r-a-fciur:bit'regis'ier-ili'at'c-ciiitains'ifie'va'lue'ior'the-prescai(rig-operation:-whe-

: ~ the register contents are used as prescaling data, this register is loaded
: from the dynamic shift count or from the instruction. in conjunction with the
~ BIT and BITT instructions, this register is loaded from the dynamic bit

: : pointer or the instruction word.
··Proc.{uct·RE;gister-·-········~·PR·EG(32i----··--·-·---··-;·A·32"-bit·proc.luct·regi·ster·used·to··hoici·tli·e·m-uit(pi(er;s-produci.-Tiie·hi-gh-aric

~ ~ low words of the PREG can be accessed individually. See subsection
: : 3.5.3 for more information.

-prog.ram·sus----·.- .. --.-.-.rPROG ..OATA .. -·.- .. ···rA-1·6-:tiit·tius·su·ed·to·route·instruct(ons·(an-ci-data·hrihe"MAC'anei"MAd:S-i
: : striations).

·prog·ram-Memory-·-------·~-PROGRAM·----·--··----~-ThiS'b'loc'j{'reiers-to-p-r-cigram'mem'o'rY-u'sed'w-iifi'the'core'and-define-d-in"-"
~ MEMORY : specific device descriptions. It refers to both on-and o#chip memory
~ : blocks accessed in program memory space.

·prog-ram·Mem-ory-·········T·PROG-AOD'R-E·S-S···-·T·A·1·6'::tiit'bus--tiiatcarnes-the--prog'ram'memory'add'ress:' .... -.- .. -... --... --.- ..
address Bus: :-_ .. _---_ .. _._._-_ .. _--_ +----------_ .. _ __ .. _-_._---+--_ .. _ _--------_._---_ .• -----_._---_._--_ .. _--_._ _ _ _ _ _-_ _..
Prescaling shifter : PRESCALER : A - to 16- bit left barrel shifter used to prescale data coming into the ALU.

: Also used to align data for rnultipracision operations. This shifter is also
: used as a-a-to 16- bit right barrel shigter of the ACC. See subsection 3.5.2

. : for more information.
-Postscaii·rig·Sh-ifie-r--------~·O'F;OSTSCALER-···-·-~-A'o:io-'i:b-ii'ieft'b'errei-shifter'use'd-io'-postscaie-data-c-om(rig-oui·oi-ihe-----·-

~ : CALU. See a a-to 16-bit right barrel shifter of the ACC. See subsection
: : 3.5.2 for more information .....••••...••... __... __...........• + .......•••• --.- ..•.••..••••.•••. ~...•. - .. - ..•• -- •••••• __•••• __••••. __••..••••..•............•.........•............................••.

Product Shifter : P-SCALER : AO-, 1-, or 4- bit left shifter that can remove extra sign bits (gained in
: the multiply operation) when fixed-pint arithmetic is used; or a 6-bit right
~ shifter that ca scale the products down to avoid overflow in the

. : accumulation process. See subsection 3.5.3 for more information.
·Proijuct·S·hifter··Mo·cie---·--:·PM(2y·······--·····-···'--T'Tfieselt;v'o'bits'deffne'the'p'rodu'ct-shiiier'm-ode;' The-y'resiije' in-S-'f1':'Se'e'--

: subsection 3.6.3 for more information.
-Repe'at 'Couiiie'r -. -. -. --. -. -1' RPTC- '1-6) -. -.. ----.. ---. '1' A'1'6-:tiit-cou-nier-use'd'io' 'controis' ili-e-repeated-exec'uifon -o't a-sirigie······· .. -

: instruction. See subsection 3.6.4 for more information.
·Sig-n·Exteiis·ion-·Mode·····~·SXM(1y·····--·····-···-··~·Tfiis·b-ii·re·sides--in·ST1-an·d·co·ritro-ls·wli-ethe'r-ihe'ariihmetic'ope-ratio-ri'wilfti

: : sign-extended or not. See subsection 3.6.3 for more information.
·Siac·j{··-----··----··---········~-STACK--·-·········-·---·-~-·An·8x1-6:tiit-iiard;;;are-siack·u·sed·to·siore·ihe--PC--auri-rig'iiiierrupts'an-d-'---

: calls. The ACCL and data memory values may also be pushed onto and
: popped from he stack. See section 3.8 for more information.

·Siatus·Re·gis·ters-·------···1·STO:s-fi;·PMST·-·-···~-Tfiree'1'6:bi-tstatus--reg(ste-rs-ili'at'c'ontairi'siaius-;inij-controi·tiiis:-See·······-
: subsection 3.6.3 for more information.

·Temporary·M·uitipiicarid··~-TREG·0'(1·6)·············-·1·A1-6':tiii-regisier'ihai-tem'porariiY--hoids-an-o'per;:ind·for-ifie-mu-liip-lie-r'-See--·
: : subsection 3.5.3 for more information .

.Temporary 'Re'gis-tsrs-'-.. --r -TRM(1 y - ---"'r' This 'b'ii'iiefin-es 'wheili'er' an"LT(A;O;P ;S)fristruction -loads 'a-li'three' 'of'the - .
Enable : TREGs(0,1 ,2) to maintain compatibility with the 'C25 or loads just TREGO.

: This bit resides in the PMST register. See subsection 3.6.3 for more
: information .

.TesVCon'troi ·F'lag···-. -.. --.~.TC(1')' .. -- -.~.This 'b'ii-re-sid'ss'-in-ST1-an'd-stores- ihe- 'res-uiis'Of·ft:elf or' pL:u -test ·tiii··· ---.--
: operations. See subsection 3.6.3 for more information.
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A.2 Instruction Set Summary

Mnemonic Description Words
AOCB

··ADO·····················
··ANo·····················
··ANos···················
··LAc·Ei···················
··LAc·c···················
··LA·MM···················
··NGE·····················
··NOR·M··················
··OR·······················
··~3Acs···················
··s·Acf-i···················
··s·Ace···················
··s·AMM··················
··S·F'C·····················
··SFC·····················
·"XOR·····················
··iA·p······················

Accumulator Memory Reference Instructions

Add ACCB to ACC wit carry 1
·Adelio·Acc··········································· ············1~············
·AN·[)w·itti·Acc········································ ············th············
·AN·C)"AC·CS·wi·iti·ACC································· ············1·············
·Le)ad·"ACc·wfiti·ACC··································· ············1·············
·Load·Acc·vVi"tii·Acc·s·································· ············th············
·Load)~cc-with-·coiiie-,;ts-of·m·eITiory:m-api;ed-,:egister .. _._.- ······-------1·······.·----
.Negaie ·iicc·umLilaior· ·1·· .
·Norrrlaifie·contents·ot"A:tc·· __········_-_·····__····· _-_ __. --------····1··------·····
·CYRwiiii·accumLilaior·································· ············th············
·siore··Acc·iii·Accs··································· ············f···········
.Store·iiigii ·Acc·· witli·s~;ift············································ ·1·············
·StorfJiow··Acc·wfiti·sliifi····························· ············1·············
·Store··Acc·io·meiTlory:mapped·regfster················· ············1·············
·stiift·Acc··LEFT······································· ············1·············
·siiift·Acc··riglit······································ ············1·············
·Excilisive·..:·CYR·wiiii·Acc····························· ············th············
·Zero·AC·C··ar;d··PR·E"G·--··········----······------· ---.---- - .--- .. -_.. --------- .... -..

Mnemonic Description Words
CMPR··ili·R····················

............. _---_ .
LOP.............................
LOP..__ __ .
MAR

··S·AR·····················
.............................
APL

··Cpe·····················
··OPL·····················
··~,.PLk···················

Auxiliary Registers ad Data Page Pointer Instructions

Compare ARn with ARCR : 1
·Load·ARr,·································································1············th············

~!{~~p::~::trLF
·ANb··6s·MR··o·r·constarit··wi·tli·dai1i·mem·ory·vaiue···········1············1~············
·Com·pare··6S·MR·or··conieiiiwitti·d·ata·memory·va·,ue·······;············V2············

:~;~;~~~~~j~~~~~~it~1:1~~~~:~t~t~t~t~~~:::::::::::::i::::::::::::1::::::::::::
Mnemonic Description Word

APAC···urn······················
··MA"C·····················
··MAdS··················
··MA"DO··················
··MPy·····················
··M"iI..OS:··················

T Register, P Register, and Multiply Instructions

Add PREG to ACC 1

~f.~r:r~:~lt1:it';;;:;~~~:"';'~~:'':d;~FT
·M~"tiip"jy·a;;d·a;;~~·m~·late·~itli·so~~(;e·p;;it;i~·d·ai·by·BMA"ii······1·············i············
::~~!~~~!r.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::J::::::::::::~::::::::::::
Multiply and accumulate bot with source pointed at by BMAR 1
and with data move

BAND[D] Branch conditionally 2
CALD[D]

··CALL[Dj···············
··CC[oj···················
··iNi'R:····················
.·REyC"(t.)j···········....
··REi'"E"···················
..i'"RJ\p .
··XC·······················

Branch Instruction

Call subroutine indirect 1·cairsub~o~t;iie··· ···1······ 2 .

!!1~II~irr;:~~;~~:~"~;;~p,l!
BLOO

··EiCC)p····················
··EiCr"[)···················
··DMov··················

//0 and Data Memory Operations
V2Block move from data memory to data memory

.Sio·ck·move·iro·m·d·<ita·memoryio·p·r·ogram·m·erriory····..
·Sio·ck·move·iro·m·p·rogra·m·m·err'ory·io·dat1i·········· ············V2············-Oata··mc;ve-(ri·cfata·,;;em·ory·························· ---- - .
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IN........... _--_ _---
LMMR

··OUT·····················
··S·MMFf·················
·"TEiCFI···················
··rB·c.w···················

.~~P.~!.?~!~.f:~~..~~~ .
Load memory-mapped register·Q"utput·data·tclport··································· .

·StorE;me·riiOry~ma·ppE;d·reg·istei-······················ .
·Tabie·reacj·········································· .
·Tabie·writs·········································· .

Mnemonic Words
BIT

··fiitf····················
··cCRC···················
··ieRc·····················
··iDLE·z···················
·"CST······················
··NOp·····················
··P"6i'·····················
..p(ipj) .
··psiID····················
··p·lisH····················
··RIT······················
··RITB····················
··SETC····················
··SITC····················
··SS-r······················

Control instructions
Description

Test bit
·-res·iBii·sijedfi~d·byTREG2-··························· .
·Ciea~·cDni~Di·f;ii······ .
·ieile·~niir;;it~rrupi·········· .
·idle·~niir;;it~rrupi:·:i;;~·p;;~~~·mod·e················· .
·Lc;ad· siai~s·~~gist~r·······················································
·N;;·Dperiili;;~········································ .
·PDp·iDpof·sta~·k·i·daia~emo~}.;························· .
·PDp·iDpof·sta~k··iD·daia·~~~D~························ .
·p~sh·iD-.;.·Ac"C"·(;~iD·:;ta~k···························· .
·p~s·h·iD-.;.·Ac·C···DntD·stack·:························· .
·Re-peain~·~i·iflsi;;~;ion··················································
·Re-peai·biDck········································· .
·R~·p~ain~xi ·iflsi;;~tion~d ·~iea~·AC·C··and·PREG················
·Set·~;;~ir;;1ijii······· .
·Sior~·s·~i~s·r~·g;ster·······················································

2
···········-2············
············2-···········
-----_ __ .

2
············1-············
-_ .. - _-_ -_. __ .

1

1..... _-_ .
1

·············i············
._-_ _-_ .

1
.__ --

1
... _-_. __ .

1....... _-_ .
1............... __ .
1

············r···········
.._----_ _--_ .

1.._-_._ .
1

············vz············
···········-2············
···········-2············
--_ _ ---

1........ __ __ ..
1
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B.l Fixed-Point Representation

The operations in digital signal processors basically operate on numbers stored in binary form.

Binary representation of numbers consists of binary digits (bits), which are associated with

weights of appropriate powers of 2.

In a b-bit fixed-point representation of a positive number, a prescribed number of bits, say, b,

is associated with the integer part, the remaining bits represent the fractional part. For example,

the representation IOOluOI is equal to 9.25 in the decimal number system. The right side of the

binary point u constitutes the fractional part while the left part constitutes integer part.

A fixed-point number can also have a negative sign. There are three standard conventions for

representing such signed numbers. These are the sign-magnitude convention, one's

complement convention and the two's complement convention.

A b-bit fixed-point fraction is shown in Fig. A-I. Such a number has a sign bit denoted by s,

followed by the b binary bits ctl> ct2, ... , ctb. Regardless of the convention adopted, s = ° for a

positive number and for a negative number s = 1. For a positive number the magnitude is

b

always represented by L ctk2 -k . The three conventions differ only in the way in which the
k=l

bits ctk represents the magnitude of a negative number.

2-1 2-b

j j

~ ~~~ [;J
Fig. B-1 A b-bit fixed point fraction with a sign bit.
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The TMS320C50 is a 16-bit fixed-point processor which uses two's complement convention

for its representation of signed bits. In two's complement convention, the value of the number

b

is always given by -s + L cxk2 -k . For such a representation, the magnitude of a negative
k=l

number is obtained by complementing each bit (including s) and adding 2-b For example, let

b = 4 and let 1u100 1 be the 2's complement representation of -x. Then its magnitude is

represented by 0u0111, whose decimal equivalent is 7/16. This type of representation is also

called Q15 format, in the context ofTMS320C50.
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C.1 Source Code for Bandpass filter Implementation on TMS20CSO DSP

This program implements bandpass filter of order N = 685,
attenuation level of 80 dB, transition frequency 6£ of 50Hz,
sampling frequency of 6.8 kHz, center frequency of 1 kHz and
bandwidth of 275 Hz. The filter coefficients are obtained by
Kaiser window design method. The program shown below is not
complete and is only for one type of filter design, the complete
program is in the companion diskette.

00001
00002
00003
00004
00005
00006

Of00
Of00 0015
Of01 0015

.MMREGS

.ds
TA
RA

OfOOh
.word
.word

21
21 These AIC registers

values give
a sampling freq of
6.8 kHz

00007

00008
00009 Of02 0023
00010 Of03 0023
00011 Of04 0028
00012 Of05 0000
00016
00017
00018

TB
RB
AIC CTR
OUTPUT

.word 35

.word 35

.word 28h

.word 0

.space 03000h

.data 03000h
.include "K DATA.asm" ;A file containing

;filter coeffiecients
*******************************************
* OPENING INCLUDE FILE K DATA.asm
*******************************************
00001 Of09 0000 kwd: .q15 7.68914E-07
00002 OfOa 0000 .q15 -1.88002E-06
00003 OfOb 0000 .q15 -4.19416E-06
00004 OfOc 0000 .q15 -3.15741E-06
00005 OfOd 0000 .q15 1.43676E-06
00006 OfOe 0000 .q15 6.36258E-06
00007 OfOf 0000 .q15 6.78113E-06
00008 OflO 0000 .q15 1.08845E-06
00009 Ofl1 0000 .q15 -6.68103E-06
00010 Ofl2 0000 .q15 -9.97226E-06
00011 Ofl3 0000 .q15 -4.98286E-06
00012 Ofl4 0000 .q15 4.50465E-06
00013 Ofl5 0000 .q15 1.07138E-05
00014 Ofl6 0000 .q15 8.24848E-06
00015 Ofl7 0000 .q15 -6.14626E-07
00016 Ofl8 0000 .q15 -8.06042E-06
00017 Ofl9 0000 .q15 -8.16192E-06
00018 Ofla 0000 .q15 -2.22757E-06
00019 Oflb 0000 .q15 3.28686E-06
00020 Oflc 0000 .q15 3.77495E-06
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00021 Ofld 0000 .q15 9.61211E-07
00022 Ofle 0000 .q15 2.43886E-07
00023 Oflf 0000 .q15 ~ 3.4926E-06
00024 Of20 0000 .q15 5.8846E-06
00025 Of21 0000 .q15 1.24603E-06
00026 Of22 0000 .q15 -9.51651E-06
00027 Of23 0000 .q15 -1.64876E-05
00028 Of24 0000 .q15 -9.52081E-06
00029 Of25 0000 .q15 9.75059E-06
00030 Of26 0000 .q15 2.58982E-05
00031 Of27 0000 .q15 2.24815E-05
00032 Of28 0000 .q15 -1.96347E-06
00033 Of29 0000 .q15 -2.86951E-05
00034 Of2a ffff .q15 -3.42064E-05
00035 Of2b 0000 .q15 -1.14502E-05
00036 Of2e 0000 .q15 2.2119E-05
00037 Of2d 0001 .q15 3.83641E-05
00038 Of2e 0000 .q15 2.35149E-05
00039 Of2f 0000 .q15 -8.77482E-06
00040 0f30 ffff .q15 -3.11126E-05
00041 0f31 0000 .q15 -2.64586E-05
00042 0f32 0000 .q15 -3.26134E-06
00043 0f33 0000 .q15 1.55524E-05
00044 0f34 0000 .q15 1.58252E-05
00045 Of35 0000 .q15 4.55998E-06
00046 Of36 0000 .q15 -1.06144E-06
00047 0f37 0000 .q15 5.05383E-06
00048 0f38 0000 .q15 1.01654E-05
00049 0f39 0000 .q15 -1.37411E-06
00050 Of3a 0000 .q15 -2.57045E-05
00051 Of3b ffff .q15 -3.75347E-05
00052 Of3e 0000 .q15 -1.46736E-05
00053 Of3d 0001 .q15 3.31248E-05
00054 Of3e 0002 .q15 6.55539E-05
00055 Of3f 0001 .q15 4.57519E-05
00056 Of40 0000 .q15 -1.96421E-05
00057 Of41 fffe .q15 -7.91497E-05
00058 Of42 fffe .q15 -7.83407E-05
00059 Of43 0000 .q15 -1.13806E-05
00060 Of44 0002 .q15 6.89503E-05
00061 Of45 0003 .q15 9.50229E-05
00062 Of46 0001 .q15 4.47421E-05
00063 Of47 ffff .q15 -3.85124E-05
00064 Of48 fffe .q15 -8.47041E-05
00065 Of49 ffff .q15 -6.03984E-05
00066 Of4a 0000 .q15 4.54702E-06
00067 Of4b 0001 .q15 5.02646E-05
00068 Of4e 0001 .q15 4.48943E-05
00069 Of4d 0000 .q15 1.0074E-05
00070 Of4e 0000 .q15 -1.04242E-05
00071 Of4f 0000 .q15 -1.039E-06
00072 Of50 0000 .q15 1.05825E-05
00073 Of51 0000 .q15 -8.84927E-06
00074 Of52 ffff .q15 -5.08341E-05
00075 Of53 fffe .q15 -6.45585E-05
00076 Of54 0000 .q15 -1.12239E-05
00077 Of55 0002 .q15 8.14154E-05
00078 Of56 0004 .q15 0.000129492
00079 Of57 0002 .q15 6.94838E-05
00080 Of58 fffe .q15 -6.87838E-05
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00081 0f59 fffb .q15 -0.00017231
00082 Of5a fffe .q15 -0.000141612
00083 Of5b 0000 .q15 1.28792E-05
00084 Of5e 0005 .q15 0.000167851
00085 Of5d 0006 .q15 0.000190797
00086 Of5e 0001 .q15 6.01021E-05
00087 OfSf fffd .q15 -0.000114216
00088 Of60 fffa .q15 -0.000187429
00089 Of61 fffd .q15 -0.000109037
00090 Of62 0001 .q15 3.95391E-05
00091 Of63 0004 .q15 0.000128179
00092 Of64 0003 .q15 9.97002E-05
00093 Of65 0000 .q15 1.0432E-05
00094 Of66 ffff .q15 -4.26538E-05
00095 Of67 0000 .q15 -2.64249E-05
00096 Of68 0000 .q15 3.60863E-06
00097 Of69 0000 .q15 -1.85681E-05
00098 Of6a fffe .q15 -7.94124E-05
00099 Of6b fffe .q15 -8.99215E-05
00100 Of6e 0000 .q15 1.0601E-05
00101 Of6d 0005 .q15 0.000162125
00102 Of6e 0007 .q15 0.000215663
00103 Of6f 0002 .q15 7.79506E-05
00104 0f70 fffb .q15 -0.000170815
00105 0f71 fff6 .q15 -0.000319792
00106 0f72 fffa .q15 -0.000213119
00107 0f73 0002 .q15 9.03373E-05
00108 0f7 4 OOOb .q15 0.000344718
00109 0f75 OOOa .q15 0.00032796
00110 0f76 0001 .q15 4.40901E-05
00111 0f77 fff8 .q15 -0.000270919
00112 0f78 fff5 .q15 -0.000357564
00113 0f79 fffb .q15 -0.000159846
00114 Of7a 0004 .q15 0.000134364
00115 Of7b 0009 .q15 0.00027733
00116 Of7e 0006 .q15 0.000183987
0011 7 Of7d 0000 .q15 -1.37666E-05
00118 Of7e fffe .q15 -0.000123609
00119 0f7 f fffe .q15 -8.61115E-05
00120 Of80 0000 .q15 -9.30969E-06
00121 Of81 0000 .q15 -1.86045E-05
00122 Of82 fffd .q15 -9.75249E-05
00123 Of83 fffd .q15 -0.0001021
00124 Of84 0001 .q15 5.84612E-05
00125 Of85 0009 .q15 0.000275609
00126 Of86 OOOa .q15 0.000312276
00127 Of87 0001 .q15 4.8297E-05
00128 Of88 fff5 .q15 -0.000347383
00129 Of89 ffef .q15 -0.00052341
00130 Of8a fff8 .q15 -0.000267033
00131 Of8b 0008 .q15 0.000260109
00132 Of8e 0014 .q15 0.000623778
00133 Of8d 0010 .q15 0.000493141
00134 Of8e ffff .q15 -4.70627E-05
00135 Of8f ffee .q15 -0.000552105
00136 Of90 ffed .q15 -0.000604199
00137 Of91 fffb .q15 -0.000180921
00138 Of92 OOOb .q15 0.000338385
00139 Of93 0011 .q15 0.000527589
00140 Of94 0009 .q15 0.000289008
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00141 Of95 fffd .q15 -0.000100379
00142 Of96 fff7 ·q15 -0.00029075
00143 Of97 fffa .q15 -0.00019339
00144 Of98 0000 ·q15 -1.43146E-05
00145 Of99 0000 .q15 1.73783E-05
00146 Of9a fffe .q15 -8.29404E-05
00147 Of9b fffe .q15 -9.04373E-05
00148 Ofge 0004 .q15 0.000131481
00149 Of9d OOOd ·q15 0.00041019
00150 Ofge OOOd .q15 0.000396948
00151 Of9f ffff .q15 -4.60399E-05
00152 OfaO ffee .q15 -0.000613161
00153 Ofa1 ffe7 .q15 -0.000769654
00154 Ofa2 fff8 ·q15 -0.000262388
00155 Ofa3 0012 .q15 0.00056694
00156 Ofa4 0021 .q15 0.001018472
00157 Ofa5 0015 .q15 0.000652649
00158 Ofa6 fff7 .q15 -0.000275639
00159 Ofa7 ffeO .q15 -0.001002568
00160 Ofa8 ffe2 .q15 -0.000919649
00161 Ofa9 fffd .q15 -0.000114789
00162 Ofaa 0017 .q15 0.000716609
00163 Ofab 001d .q15 0.000904246
00164 Ofae OOOe ·q15 0.000383091
00165 Ofad fff6 .q15 -0.000311074
00166 Ofae ffed .q15 -0.000590978

00664 11aO 0000 .q15 2.43886E-07
00665 11a1 0000 .q15 9.61211E-07
00666 11a2 0000 .q15 3.77495E-06
00667 11a3 0000 .q15 3.28686E-06
00668 11a4 0000 .q15 -2.22757E-06
00669 11a5 0000 .q15 -8.16192E-06
00670 11a6 0000 .q15 -8.06042E-06
00671 11a7 0000 .q15 -6.14626E-07
00672 11a8 0000 .q15 8.24848E-06
00673 11a9 0000 .q15 1.07138E-05
00674 11aa 0000 .q15 4.50465E-06
00675 11ab 0000 .q15 -4.98286E-06
00676 11ae 0000 .q15 -9.97226E-06
00677 11ad 0000 ·q15 -6.68103E-06
00678 11ae 0000 .q15 1.08845E-06
00679 11af 0000 .q15 6.78113E-06
00680 11bO 0000 ·q15 6.36258E-06
00681 11b1 0000 .q15 1.43676E-06
00682 11b2 0000 .q15 -3.15741E-06
00683 11b3 0000 .q15 -4.19416E-06
00684 11b4 0000 ·q15 -1.88002E-06
00685 11b5 0000 .q15 7.68914E-07
»»> FINISHED READING ALL FILES
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*******************************************
* CLOSING FILE K DATA.asm
*******************************************
00019 ---- ----

00020
00021
00022
00023 11b6 0000 XN .word
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, a

11b7 0000
11b8 0000
11b9 0000
11ba 0000
11bb 0000
11be 0000
11bd 0000
11be 0000
11bf 0000
11eO 0000
11e1 0000
11e2 0000
11e3 0000
11e4 0000
11e5 0000
11e6 0000
11e7 0000
11e8 0000
11e9 0000
11ea 0000
11eb 0000

00024 11ee 0000 XN1 .word
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, a

lled 0000
11ee 0000
11ef 0000
11dO 0000
11d1 0000
11d2 0000
11d3 0000
lld4 0000
lld5 0000
lld6 0000
lld7 0000
lld8 0000
lld9 0000
llda 0000
lldb 0000
llde 0000
lldd 0000
llde 0000
lldf 0000
11eO 0000
11e1 0000

00025 11e2 0000 XN2 .word
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, a

lle3 0000
lle4 0000
lle5 0000

This part reserves data
location for an input
(XN) delayed by 685 (Z-1
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1le6 0000
1le7 0000
1le8 0000
1le9 0000
1lea 0000
1leb 0000
1lee 0000
1led 0000

1459 0000
145a 0000
145b 0000
145e 0000
145d 0000
145e 0000
145f 0000

00054 1460 0000 XN31 .word 0,0
1461 0000

00055 1462 0000 XNLAST .word 0
00056
00057 080a .ps 0080ah
00058 080a 7980 rint: B RECEIVE

080b 0000
00059 080e 7980 xint: B TRANSMIT

080d 0000
00060
00061 OaOO .ps OaOOh
00062 .entry
»»> ENTRY POINT SET TO OaOO
00063 ---- ----

;--------------------------------------------------------------
00064
00065 OaOO be41 SETC INTM
00066 Oa01 beOO LDP #0
00067 Oa02 5d07 OPL #0834h,PMST

Oa03 0834
00068 Oa04 bf80 LACC #0

Oa05 0000
00069 Oa06 882a SAMJI1 CWSR
00070 Oa07 8828 SAMJI1 PDWSR
00071 Oa08 be47 SETC SXM SXM MUST BE SET
00072 Oa09 ae04 SPLK #022h,IMR This turns on receive

interrupt only
OaOa 0022

00073
00074 OaOb 7a80 CALL AICINIT

OaOe 0000
00075 OaOd ae04 SPLK #12h,IMR

OaOe 0012
00076 OaOf be42 CLRC OVM
00077 OalO bfOO SPM 0
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00078 Oa11 be40 CLRC
00079
00080 WAIT:

00081 Oa12 7980
Oa13 Oa12

00082
00083
00084 Oa14 bc23
00085
00086 Oa15 be40

00087
00088
00089
00090 Oa16 0820

00091 Oa17 9036

00092
00093 Oa18 bf08

Oa19 1462
00094 Oala be59

00095 Oalb 8b88

00096
00097 Oalc bec4

00098
Oald
Oa1e
Oalf
Oa20

02ac
a390
Of09
be0400099

00100
00101 Oa21 9905

00102 Oa22 1105
00103 Oa23 be09
00104 Oa24 bfbO

Oa25 fffc
00105 Oa26 8821

00106 Oa27 be3a
00107
00108
00109
00110 Oa28 be3a
00111
00112
00113

B

RECEIVE:
LDP

CLRC

LAMM

SACL

LAR

ZAP

MAR

RPT

JvrACD

APAC

SACH

LACC
SFL
AND

SAMM

RETE

TRANSMIT:
RETE

INTM

WAIT

#XN

INTM

DRR

XN

ARO,#XNLAST

*,ARO

#684

#kwd,*-

OUTPUT, 1

OUTPUT, 1

#Offfch

DXR

a main program will run
at this point

enable interrupts for
debugging, for DSK
purposes

load accumulator with
word received from AIC
store the value of
received word to a
variable

load ARO with address of
last delay element

ZERO ACC and product
registers
ARO is the current AR
register.

Repeat the next
instruction 684 times
through the complete
filter coefficient data

Accumulate last product

the ACC data is
transferred to
OUTPUT and gets rid of
extra sign bit.

Two LSB's must be zero
for AIC

write output word to
transmit register
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******************************************************************
00114
00115
00116
00117

This part initializes the TMS320C50 serial port
and the TLC320C40's (AIC) TA,RA,TB,RB and
control registers

.*****************************************************************,
00118
00119 Oa29 ae26 AICINIT: SPLK

Oa2a 0020
00120 Oa2b ae25

Oa2c 0001
00121 Oa2d 8b88
00122 Oa2e bf80

Oa2f 0008
00123 Oa30 9022
00124 Oa31 bf80

Oa32 00c8
00125 Oa33 9022
00126 Oa34 bf80

Oa35 0080
00127 Oa36 9821
00128 Oa37 9005
00129 Oa38 bf08

Oa39 Uff
00130 Oa3a bec4

Oa3b 2710
00131 Oa3c 1088
00132 Oa3d 9805
00133
00134 Oa3e bc1e
00135 Oa3f be47
00136 Oa40 1900

00137 Oa41 2201
00138 Oa42 7a80

Oa43 0000
00139
00140 Oa44 bcle
00141 Oa45 1902

00142 Oa46 2203
00143 Oa47 b802
00144 Oa48 7a80

Oa49 0000
00145
00146 Oa4a bc1e
00147 Oa4b 1204

00148 Oa4c b803
00149 Oa4d 7a80

Oa4e 0000
00150 Oa4f efOO
00151
00152
00153 Oa50 bcOO

SPLK

MAR
LACC

SACL
LACC

SACL
LACC

SACH
SACL
LAR

RPT

LACC
SACH

LDP
SETC
LACC

ADD
CALL

LDP
LACC

ADD
J>..DD
CALL

LDP
LACC

ADD
CALL

RET

AIC 2ND:
LDP

#20h,TCR To generate 10 MHz
from Tout for AIC
master clock

#Olh,PRD

*,ARO
#0008h Non continuous

mode

SPC
#00c8h

FSX as input
16 bit words

SPC
#080h Pulse AIC reset by

setting it low

DXR
GREG
ARO,#OFFFFh

#10000 and taking it high
after 10000 cycles

*,O,ARO
GREG

(.5ms at SOns)

#TA
SXM
TA,9 Initialize TA and

RA register
RA,2
AIC 2ND

#TB
TB,9 Initialize TB and

RB register
RB,2
#02h
AIC 2ND

#AIC CTR
AIC_CTR,2 Initialize control

register
#03h
AIC 2ND

#0 Data page point is 0
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00154 Oa51 9821 SACH DXR
00155 Oa52 be40 CLRC INTM
00156 Oa53 be22 IDLE
00157 Oa54 bf9f ADD #6h,15
XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX b

Oa55 0006
00158 Oa56 9821 SACH DXR
secondary protocol
00159 Oa57 be22 IDLE
00160 Oa58 9021 SACL DXR
data
00161 Oa59 be22 IDLE
00162 Oa5a b900 LACL #0
00163 Oa5b 9021 SACL DXR
sure 1st word got sent
00164 Oa5c be22 IDLE
00165 Oa5d be41 SETC INTM
00166 Oa5e efOO RET
00167 .END
»»> LINE:167 .END ENCOUNTERED
»»> FINISHED READING ALL FILES
»»> ASSEMBLY COMPLETE: ERRORS: 0 WARNINGS: 0

(MM regs)
send ACChi 00
enable interrupts
wait for interrupt
0000 0000 0000 0011

send ACChi to initiate

wait for interrupt
send the T register

wait for interrupt
clear ACClo
send another to make

wait for interrupt
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C.2 Source Code for Notch Filter Implementation on TMS20CSO DSP

This program implements notch filter of order N = 6S5,
attenuation level of SO dB, transition frequency 6£ of 50Hz,
sampling frequency of 6.S kHz, center frequency of 1 kHz and
bandwidth of 275 Hz. The filter coefficients are obtained by
Kaiser window design method. The program shown below is not
complete and is only for one type of filter design, the
complete program is in the companion diskette.

00001
00002
00003
00004
00005
00006

Of00
Of00 0015
Of01 0015

.MMREGS

.ds
TA
RA

OfOOh
.word
.word

21
21 These AIC

registers values give
a sampling freq of ;

6.S kHz
00007

OOOOS
00009 Of02 0023
00010 Of03 0023
00011 Of04 002S
00012 Of05 0000
00016
00017
0001S

TB
RB
AIC CTR
OUTPUT

.word 35

.word 35

.word 2Sh

.word 0

.space 03000h

.data 03000h
.include "Notch.txt" ;A file containing

;filter coefficients
*******************************************
* OPENING INCLUDE FILE Notch.txt
*******************************************
00001 nfd:
00002 Of09 0000 .q15 -3.SE-07
00003 OfOa 0000 .q15 3.65E-07
00004 OfOb 0000 .q15 6.29E-20
00005 OfOc 0000 .q15 -4.3E-07
00006 OfOd 0000 .q15 3.37E-07
00007 OfOe 0000 .q15 1.96E-06
OOOOS OfOf 0000 .q15 2.47E-06
00009 OflO 0000 .q15 4.43E-07
00010 Ofl1 0000 .q15 -2.9E-06
00011 Ofl2 0000 .q15 -4.6E-06
00012 Ofl3 0000 .q15 -2.4E-06
00013 Ofl4 0000 .q15 2.1SE-06
00014 Ofl5 0000 .q15 5.19E-06
00015 Ofl6 0000 .q15 3.93E-06
00016 Ofl7 0000 .q15 -2.SE-07
00017 OflS 0000 .q15 -3.4E-06
0001S Ofl9 0000 .q15 -3E-06
00019 Ofla 0000 .q15 -6.2E-07
00020 Oflb 0000 .q15 3.49E-07
00021 Oflc 0000 .q15 -1.1E-06
00022 Ofld 0000 .q15 -1.9E-06
00023 Ofle 0000 .q15 1.27E-06
00024 Oflf 0000 .q15 6.99E-06
00025 Of20 0000 .q15 8.75E-06
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00026 Of21 0000 ·q1S 1.S9E-06
00027 Of22 0000 .q1S -1. 1E-OS
00028 Of23 0000 .q1S -1. 8E-OS
00029 Of24 0000 .q1S -9.9E-06
00030 Of2S 0000 ·q1S 9.7E-06
00031 Of26 0000 .q1S 2.49E-OS
00032 Of27 0000 .q1S 2.09E-OS
00033 Of28 0000 ·q1S -1. 8E-06
00034 Of29 0000 .q1S -2.SE-OS
0003S Of2a 0000 .q1S -2.9E-OS
00036 Of2b 0000 .q1S -9.3E-06
00037 Of2e 0000 .q1S 1.73E-OS
00038 Of2d 0000 ·q1S 2.84E-OS
00039 Of2e 0000 .q1S 1.62E-OS
00040 Of2f 0000 .q1S -S.SE-06
00041 0f30 0000 .q1S -1.7E-OS
00042 0f31 0000 .q1S -1.1E-OS
00043 0f32 0000 .q1S -8.7E-07
00044 0f33 0000 .q1S 1.16E-18
0004S 0f34 0000 .q1S -7.9E-06
00046 Of3S 0000 ·q1S -8E-06
00047 0f36 0000 .q1S 1.11E-OS
00048 0f37 0001 ·q1S 3.62E-OS
00049 0f38 0001 .q1S 3.6SE-OS
OOOSO 0f39 0000 .q1S -3.7E-06
OOOSl Of3a ffff .q1S -6E-OS
000S2 Of3b fffe ·q1S -7.9E-OS
000S3 Of3e 0000 .q1S -2.9E-OS
000S4 Of3d 0002 .q1S 6.24E-OS
OOOSS Of3e 0003 .q1S 0.00012
000S6 Of3f 0002 .q1S 8.2E-OS
000S7 Of40 ffff .q1S -3.SE-OS
000S8 Of41 fffe .q1S -0.00014
000S9 Of42 fffe ·q1S -0.00014
00060 Of43 0000 .q1S -2E-OS
00061 Of44 0004 .q1S 0.00012S
00062 Of4S OOOS .q1S 0.000177
00063 Of46 0002 .q1S 8.S8E-OS
00064 Of47 fffe ·q1S -7.7E-OS
0006S Of48 fffb .q1S -0.00018
00066 Of49 fffe .q1S -0.00014
00067 Of4a 0000 .q1S 1.14E-05
00068 Of4b 0004 .q1S 0.000143
00069 Of4e OOOS .q1S 0.0001S4
00070 Of4d 0001 .q1S 4.64E-OS
00071 Of4e fffe .q1S -8.4E-OS
00072 Of4f fffe .q1S -0.00013
00073 OfSO fffe .q1S -7.SE-OS
00074 OfS1 0000 ·q1S 2.63E-OS
0007S OfS2 0002 .q1S 8.S2E-OS
00076 OfS3 0002 .q1S 6.76E-OS
00077 OfS4 0000 .q1S 7.6SE-06
00078 OfSS ffff .q1S -3.6E-OS
00079 OfS6 ffff .q1S -3.7E-OS
00080 OfS7 0000 .q1S -1.2E-OS
00081 OfS8 0000 .q1S 7E-06
00082 OfS9 0000 .q1S 8.48E-06
00083 OfSa 0000 .q1S 2.3E-06
00084 OfSb 0000 ·q1S 1.11E-17
0008S OfSe 0000 ·q1S 1.29E-07
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00086 Of5d 0000
00087 Of5e 0000
00088 Of5f 0000

.q15

.q15

.q15

-2.7E-06
-2.7E-06
l.lE-05

00671 11a6 0000 .q15 -3.4E-06
00672 11a7 0000 .q15 -2.8E-07
00673 11a8 0000 .q15 3.93E-06
00674 11a9 0000 .q15 5.19E-06
00675 11aa 0000 .q15 2.18E-06
00676 11ab 0000 .q15 -2.4E-06
00677 11ae 0000 .q15 -4.6E-06
00678 11ad 0000 .q15 -2.9E-06
00679 llae 0000 .q15 4.43E-07
00680 11af 0000 .q15 2.47E-06
00681 11bO 0000 .q15 1.96E-06
00682 11bl 0000 .q15 3.37E-07
00683 11b2 0000 .q15 -4.3E-07
00684 11b3 0000 .q15 6.29E-20
00685 11b4 0000 .q15 3.65E-07
00686 11b5 0000 .q15 -3.8E-07
»»> FINISHED READING ALL FILES
*******************************************
* CLOSING FILE Noteh.txt
*******************************************
00019
00020 ;This part reserves a a data location for an input

; (XN) delayed by 685 (Z-l )

00021
00022
00023 11b6 0000 XN .word
0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,a

11b7 0000
11b8 0000
11b9 0000
11ba 0000
11bb 0000
11be 0000
11bd 0000
11be 0000
11bf 0000
11eO 0000
11e1 0000
11e2 0000
11e3 0000
11e4 0000
11e5 0000
11e6 0000
11e7 0000
11e8 0000
11e9 0000
11ea 0000
11eb 0000

00024 lIce 0000 XN1 .word
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0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0, a
lled 0000
llee 0000
llef 0000
lldO 0000
lld1 0000
lld2 0000
lld3 0000
lld4 0000
lld5 0000
lld6 0000
lld7 0000

1453 0000
1454 0000
1455 0000
1456 0000
1457 0000
1458 0000
1459 0000
145a 0000
145b 0000
145e 0000
145d 0000
145e 0000
145f 0000

00054 1460 0000 XN31 .word 0,0
1461 0000

00055 1462 0000 XNLAST .word a
00056
00057 080a .ps 0080ah
00058 080a 7980 rint: B RECEIVE

080b 0000
00059 080e 7980 xint: B TRANSMIT

080d 0000
00060
00061 OaOO .ps OaOOh
00062 .entry
»»> ENTRY POINT SET TO OaOO
00063 ---- ----

;--------------------------------------------------------------
00064
00065 OaOO be41 SETC INTM
00066 Oa01 beOO LDP #0
00067 Oa02 5d07 OPL #0834h,PMST

OaD3 0834
00068 Oa04 bf80 LAce #0

OaOS 0000
00069 Oa06 882a SAMM CWSR
00070 Oa07 8828 SAMM PDWSR
00071 oaos be47 SETC SXM SXM MUST BE SET
00072 Oa09 ae04 SPLK #022h,IMR This turns on reeeive
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;interrupt only
OaOa 0022

00073
00074 OaOb 7a80

OaOc 0000
00075 OaOd ae04

OaOe 0012
00076 OaOf be42
00077 Oa10 bfOO
00078 Oa11 be40
00079
00080

00081 Oa12 7980
Oa13 Oa12

00082
00083
00084 Oa14 bc23
00085
00086 Oa15 be40

00087
00088
00089
00090 Oa16 0820

00091 Oa17 9036

00092
00093 Oa18 bf08

Oa19 1462
00094 Oa1a be59

00095 Oa1b 8b88

00096
00097 Oa1c bec4

00098
Oa1d
Oa1e
Oa1f
Oa20

02ac
a390
Of09
be0400099

00100
00101 Oa21 9905

00102 Oa22 1105
00103 Oa23 be09
00104 Oa24 bfbO

Oa25 fffc
00105 Oa26 8821

00106 Oa27 be3a

CALL

SPLK

CLRC
SPM
CLRC

WAIT:

B

RECEIVE:
LDP

CLRC

LAMM

SACL

LAR

ZAP

MAR

RPT

MACD

APAC

SACH

LACC
SFL
AND

SAMM

RETE

AIClNIT

#12h, IMR

OVM
o
INTM

WAIT

#XN

INTM

DRR

XN

ARO, #XNLAST

*,ARO

#684

#nfd,*-

OUTPUT, 1

OUTPUT, 1

#Offfch

DXR

a main program will run
at this point

enable interrupts for
debugging, for DSK
purposes

load accumulator with
word received from AlC
store the value of
received word to a
variable

load ARO with address of
last delay element

ZERO ACC and product
registers
ARO is the current AR
register.

Repeat the next
instruction 684 times
through the complete
filter coefficient data

Accumulate last product

the ACC data is
transferred to
OUTPUT and gets rid of
extra sign bit.

Two LSB's must be zero
for AIC

write output word to
transmit register
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register
00148 Oa4c b803 ADD #03h
00149 Oa4d 7a80 CALL AIC 2ND

Oa4e 0000
00150 Oa4f efOO RET
00151
00152 AIC 2ND:
00153 Oa50 bcOO LDP #0
(MM regs)
00154 Oa51 9821 SACH DXR
00155 Oa52 be40 CLRC INTM
00156 Oa53 be22 IDLE
00157 Oa54 bf9f ADD #6h,15
XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX b

Oa55 0006
00158 Oa56 9821 SACH DXR
secondary protocol
00159 Oa57 be22 IDLE
00160 Oa58 9021 SACL DXR
data
00161 Oa59 be22 IDLE
00162 Oa5a b900 LACL #0
00163 Oa5b 9021 SACL DXR
sure 1st word got sent
00164 Oa5c be22 IDLE
00165 Oa5d be41 SETC INTM
00166 Oa5e efOO RET
00167 .END
»»> LINE: 167 .END ENCOUNTERED
»»> FINISHED READING ALL FILES
»»> ASSEMBLY COMPLETE: ERRORS: 0 WARNINGS: 0

Data page point is 0

send ACChi 00
enable interrupts
wait for interrupt
0000 0000 0000 0011

send ACChi to initiate

wait for interrupt
send the T register

wait for interrupt
clear ACClo
send another to make

wait for interrupt
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